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VII  CONSEQUENCES OF ACADEMI C NATIONALIS M AS A STRATEGY 

Categoriess used for describing Our Nation-State can vary just as much as do those for 

describingg Others (Them). The examples below show how Our Nation becomes the object of 

academicc nationalism from the points of view of various academic disciplines. Academic 

nationalistss that are inclined to materialist views of the nation tend to regard the nation as a 

productt of evolutionary mingling, changing geographical features, and genetic development 

Somee views argue for the superiority of one or the other pure race, but others argue for the 

opposite:: the superiority of the mongrel races. Some Chinese views, such as those of Chen 

Liankaii  and Li Shaolian discussed above, for example, argue that precisely because China has 

aa mixed population from a racial point of view it is extremely fit, while from a social point of 

vieww it has had ample opportunity to amalgamate all the superior features of the different 

clanss and minorities that used to inhabit China before its emergence [sic]. Sociocultural 

explanationss of the Nation present China as a product of psychological and cultural 

developmentt According to such views, the essence of Chineseness can be found in the 

residuee of the national psyche, inherited over many generations.1 Other views hold that the 

Nationn is a result of socio-political relations, organized on the basis of family principles and 

anchoredd in the lineage (blood-line).2 Finally, some statist and Marxist points of view 

presumee the Chinese Nation to be a product of administrative politics, characterized by the 

universall  applicability of the dialectics of struggle and unification.3 

Academicc nationalism habitually and repeatedly examines research problems in the 

lightt of principles ascribed to the nation: the nation's particular culture, psychology, 

customs,, language, and history are used as a matter of course in explanations that reduce or 

expandd research problematic to the dimension and scale of the nation. The better known 

examplee of "racial" discourse may elucidate the general problem of academic nationalism. 

Raciall  explanations of human behaviour refer to physiological features, even though other 

factorss may be more plausible. Racism selectively blinds the racist academic and excludes all 

explanationss but race. Therefore it is biased Race, then, has an overpowering authority in and 

11 See, for  example, the mass-psychology of Li Shuyi discussed below (VII2. , see index). 
22 Cf. Commentator  of the Propaganda Department [Orccnblatt 1969: 48]. 

33 Hao Shiynan 1993; 1996; Ma Dazheng 1995, 1997; Weng Dujian 1993; Xing Yulin 1995; Zhao Yuntian 
1993.. See also the discussion on the work of Zhang Dainiao below [A Socialist Doctrine of the Mean, VII2. ] 

Off  course, this is not an exhaustive list of perspectives on the Chinese Nation. 
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overr  the mind of the racist researcher. To some academic nationalists, it is tempting to 

conflatee the distributio n of Our  race with the geographical borders of the nation-state. To 

manyy Chinese, for  example, being "Chinese"  is easily equated with the possession of certain 

bodilyy features.4 In a similar  way, the cultural nation blinkers the academic nationalist, 

affectingg his/her  academic formulations by the authority ascribed to "unique"  national 

characteristics,, while less exotic factors such as the influence of nation-state politics, the 

outcomee of unintentional processes, and the role played by other  local, personal and universal 

identitiess are discarded or  expanded into essennalizing and sweeping generalizations. This is 

whatt  makes academic nationalism biased in a haphazard and unverifiable manner  haphazard, 

becausee in some cases the bias is stronger  than in others; and, unverifiable, because the bias is 

hiddenn in the framework of thought and unit of analysis. 

Accordingg to the proponents of using social science in the service of modernization, 

nationalismm (or  patriotism) in the academic world is necessary to pull together  efforts for 

buildingg a modern nation-state and for  attaining higher  levels of prosperity and welfare. To 

them,, the question here would be how we can understand state-politics without making use 

off  the nation as a unit of research: surely, order  and stability in a country, especially in 

developingg countries, can be achieved by firm  state-policies only. In order  to formulate such 

policies,, the argument goes, we need to understand national identity, the national economic, 

sociall  and cultural situation, and the history of the nation. If national pride can stimulate 

development,, what is wrong with that? And, if we do not use the nation-state as the main 

unitt  of social science-research, what other  unit do we use? If a country wants to design a 

strategyy to "make progress"  in the world, after  all, it has to know which countries are its 

naturall  allies and which stand in the way of its aspirations. 

AA response to these arguments requires making several distinctions and asking some 

counter-questions.. First, a distinction should be made between conscious strategic planning of 

44 It needs to be emphasized that official Chinese policies oppose such equation, as it very clearly stresses the 
applicationn of the term Chinese peoples (Zhonghua Minzu) to include all national minorities. On the other  hand, in the 
determinationn of national minorit y by the communist government physical characteristics have played an important 
role.. [Cf. Heberer  1989; Dreyer  1976; Oladney 1994; Fei Xiaotong 1981; Wong Siu-lun 1979; Dikotter  1992; 19971 
Somee political dissidents are formally declared to be no longer  Chinese, while Overseas Chinese continue to be 
regardedregarded as Chinese culturall y because of their  ethnic/racial descent (especially the successful ones) from the large 
familyy of Chinese peoples, irrespective of (he number  of generations they have been nationals of other  countries and 
irrespectivee of socio-political and cultural gaps. 
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nation-statee policies and the habitual deployment of the nation-state as the focus and unit of 

research,, or else we lose sight off the distinction between pursuing a national aim and 

attemptss at acquiring scientific knowledge that unintentionally focus on the unit of the 

nation-state.. Only if we are convinced that people's behaviour is entirely determined by 

nation-statee power, and not also formed through the influence of local cultures, politics and 

communities,, transnational interaction between people, unintended consequences of 

governmentt policies, the natural environment, and so on, we can unquestioningly believe in 

thee nation-state as the overall planner of the lives of its people. Second, though there is a 

fundamentall  difference between development strategies based on presumed cultural 

similaritiess of nations in certain "cultural regions" and strategies based on supposedly 

universallyy applicable "laws" of development, both approaches skip factors influential on a 

locall  level, the specific, the situational and the contingent Third, whose welfare and 

prosperityy are at stake when the welfare of the nation and the nature of a nation's identity are 

beingg defined? Whose international order and welfare are we talking about when global peace 

iss on the foreign-affairs agenda ? What part of the nation, and which representatives of the 

nationn are we talking about? Fourth, is it realistic to regard national behaviour and identity as 

"spontaneous""  or controllable? And, finally, do ready-made strategies of development for 

nation-statess exist? If so, have they ever been completed successfully, or, are we dealing with 

victoriess in hindsight? Can general guidelines for development strategies based on a 

compromisee between different national systems be effective? How do we know? 

Inn this part, I briefly discuss the practice of making academic nationalism serve as a strategy 

forr acquiring knowledge in the social sciences. Academic nationalism affects the social 

sciencess in various ways. It inclines to neglect the local and specific (1), to subordinate the 

universall  to the nation (2), represent the views of certain interest groups and not others (3), 

proceedd from the illusion of the controllability of the "national organism" and the "system" 

(4),, and to use a rhetoric of compromise between Them and Us (5), the consequences of 

whichh are discussed separately. 
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1.. A Neglect of the Local and the Specific 

Thee nation as an overpowering unit of research keeps the researcher trom appreciating the 

diversityy of local circumstances relevant to the formulation of research problems; problems 

aree made into an issue only when they are meaningful to the national question. For example, 

greatt emphasis is placed on and much efforts put in to finding methods to increase the GNP 

andd not, for instance, on finding out how, local and international resources can be mobilized in 

orderr to optimize the distribution of wealth, governance, working conditions, and the quality 

off  lif e according to local standards. When local targets of research, i.e. the environment for the 

implementationn of national planning, are a function of overall state planning, the local and 

specificc character of the local community and potential resources of local planning and 

implementationn remain unused, as social planning and design are de-linked from the interests, 

creativity,, imagination, sense organs and practical needs of the locals. In some cases, wittingly 

orr unwittingly, the exploration of the talents, imagination and histories of the local 

communityy are mobilized, not for the creative development of the local community, but for 

nationalistt purposes. Local communities dig up local folklore so that national cultural 

boundariess can be fortified in order to erect a defense against globalizing forces. Interestingly, 

inn Japan, this trend of re-creating the old local communities [furusato-zukuri] has been going 

strongg since the late-1970s. According to Robertson, it is planned and orchestrated through 

thee national government In her Newcomers [1994], Robertson argues that "the 'new' culture 

-- the 'authentic' community - appears as a state-regulated project in which the nostalgia for 

nostalgiaa is manipulated, on the one hand, to mask human responsibility for socio-ecological 

changee and, on the other, to create a collectivist mythopoeia predicated on the reification of 

thee 'old village.'"5 In furusato-zukuri literature, the genre of literature concerned with re-

creatingg the old village community,6 change for the worse in the local community is described 

55 Robertson 1994: 29. 
66 The intention of intellectuals may be "t o help the locals"  by consulting them and asking them about the 

"home-time""  in the most fair  way. An example of this genre of furusatozukuri is the work of Kawakita Jiroo, a 
Professorr  Emeritus of Tokyo University of Technology, and participant in the International Symposium Southeast 
Asiaa [ISSEA1: Global Area Studies for  the 21st Century (Kyoto, Japan. October  18-22,1996). Kawakita explained his 
KJ-methodd of consulting the locals in order  to rethink the meaning of "home-town,"  the meaning of "tradition, "  and 
thee meaning of "creation."  In his "bottom-up"-approac h 200 "spontaneous opinions"  were "summarized"  by persons 
listeningg to one another, "makin g possible the integration of individual perspectives."  Kawakita believes the nature of 
thiss method is especially Chinese, Japanese and Buddhist. He makes use of "abduction"  instead of pre-Christian forms 
off  "deduction"  and Cartesian "induction: "  "Thi s age is different from that of Descartes. Only reason and material count; 
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ass precipitated by external agents. Change for the better, on the other hand, is presented as a 

whollyy Japanese undertaking, a rallying against intrusive foreign agents.7 In stressing the 

local,, one can make a distinction between the business of "designing" the local community, 

andd its actual running.8 In the latter case, propagated images confirm that the value of the 

locall  community lies in its Japaneseness, forming a protective zone against foreign agents. 

Thee local community business is run by people who embody and discuss these ideas, and live 

thee "game" of make-belief just as elsewhere in the tourist industry. But even under the 

extremee reach of state-influence, the people who are running the local business of re-creating 

oldd Japan are not just puppets manipulated by the state, but vulnerable humans who 

integratee their beliefs, needs and circumstances with the ideologies they harbour and their 

talentss with the business they run. Though the development of other creative ways of dealing 

withh the local past, and future prospects is re-directed into nation-wide campaigns of 

nostalgia,, brushing them off as nostalgic kitsch misses the opportunity of exploring how 

thesee "Meiji images" are part of other dreams contemporary locals realize as a part of images 

thatt are specific to their communities and to new generations. Nationalist ideologies that 

stresss the holist thesis of "the whole [nation] is more than the sum of its parts," easily lend 

themselvess to functionalist academic applicatioa 

Too avoid this kind of holistic over-generalization, I try to keep in mind that "the sum 

off  the parts is greater than the whole." In academic nationalism one can view the national unit 

synchronicallyy only from the point of view of the whole nation (top-down), the point of 

vieww of different wholes (comparative), and the point of view of a hierarchic sub-stratum 

(bottom-up).. In other words, research objects acquire their meaning through the mediation of 

dichotomiess and dualisms. The world is viewed through your  ego which tries to dominate the outside world. But people 
noww can not live like this. People who want to view the world as internal will not discriminate between animals, plants 
andd others: one should view the world as a whole."  Although Kawakita stresses that people do not need to study in the 
USAA or  learn how to develop soft-ware, he also stresses that the village people have two weak spots: One, they only 
knoww about their  own village and they sometimes do not know about their  neighbours; and, two, "when it comes to the 
worldd at large, I probably know much more than tbc villagers, so I talk about it a lot Wc discuss it and wc come to new 
insights.. There are changes in both parties. Between the two there is no demarcation line. The sum is more Hun the 
differentt  elements.**  [Kawakita Jiroo E1997] This approach is very similar  to Mao's mass-line. It neglects the fact that 
itt  is the researcher who initiates the research and evaluates it, ignores the kind of political impetus for  asking specific 
kindss of questions and does not point out the role of its outcome in national politics, while the politico-economic 
implicationss of the research results are out of the reach of the "villag e people." 

77 Ibid. 
88 Designing the community: the concept of "imagining' '  the community. What is meant is not that the 

communityy is an illusion conjured up at will , but thai its perception is visualized actively and shaped by humans [Cf. 
Andersonn 1995] 
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thee logically closed whole of the national unit Moreover, the national unit tempts researchers 

intoo asking questions that treat history like a series of photographs, based on rigid 

periodization,, and designed to answer  questions that project the national unit into the past 

Byy contrast, perspectives for  observing phenomena found across national borders can 

generatee innumerable new insights into functions, and historical relations between the parts of 

constellationss of social facts. In this way, insight can be obtained into processes that are not 

totallytotally  dependent on, or  even independent of, the particular  state of the nation. Thus, 

researcherss could focus on Hamaguchi's "civilizationa T technologies and trace their  use and 

effects,99 and instead of focusing on the national identity of users, it could focus on a whole 

rangee of variables, such as the obvious ones of social position, features of the local 

environment,, the effects of nation-state political ideology and educational ideologies. I am not 

arguingg for  another  lopsided emphasis on for  example the variable of gender, or  mat of 

politicall  and educational ideology, but for  weighing carefully the pro's and con's for  using one 

andd not the other  criterion, and for  considering the exploration of new variables suitable to the 

problemm at hand 

Byy contrast academic nationalists choose to follow established national boundaries of 

socio-culturall  identity, and help to renew and elaborate them. From the point of view of 

academicc nationalism, internal differences are minimized. The task of criticizin g this practice 

wass taken up by Masamura Toshiyuki ïEWUt ó [1995] from Mie University in his Secret 

andand Shame [$B&£9D Himitsu to Haji] . Masamura's work is an example of a critical and 

interestingg study of nationalist ideology, though it is limited by the extremeness of his 

approach.. His radical criticism of the negligence of Japan's internal differences by Japanese 

thinkerss leads Masamura to generalize the effect of nationalist ideology to the entire Japanese 

population::  there is no longer  any space left for  other  variables relevant to explaining the 

receptionn of national ideology apart from that of nationality. In Masamura's reading of the 

Nihonjinro nn general variables, such as gender  and social class, and local ones, such as religious 

practice,, local conditions of labour, and the local natural environment, seem to have no effect 

onn the capacity of the Japanese to transcend their  ethnocentrism. 

99 Hamaguchi failed to keep up bis neutral stance by bis effort put into presenting Japan as fittest culturally , 
andd indirectly linkin g this fitness to its abilit y to produce civilization. 
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Accordingg to Masamura, the Nihonjinron and its emphasis on Japanese homogeneity, 

servess to contrast the foreign with the Japanese and to keep the difference between the 

Japanesee and Oobei [Them] vague so as to stimulate the unity of Japan. He calls it the 

techniquee of secrecy. The Japanese, Masamura maintains, have covered up their internal and 

regionall  differences. Vague boundaries were created and a secret social language was applied 

too communication. In contrast to Europe, the Japanese could not express their internal 

differences.. Instead of admitting the existence of internal difference, the Japanese defined 

invisiblee boundaries: vague lines were drawn between people. Examples are the notions of 

amaeamae [coaxing] and giri [sense of obligation and of duty].10 Vague boundaries facilitate the 

developmentt of shame because there is always a possibility for the "secrets" [himitsu] to be 

leaked,, in itself sufficient to incur feelings of shame [haji]. Moreover, it may cause nicely 

balancedd boundaries to crumble and endanger "national identity." 

Wheree boundaries are clearly defined, this kind of fear is not present Powers of 

buildingg and removing boundaries are at work bom at the same time. In order to avoid 

confusionn and prevent a monopoly of these powers in many societies efforts are put into 

clearlyy dividing and defining those powers. However, in Japan, Masamura argues, it is 

possiblee to refrain from using legally defined powers by ascribing a major organizational role 

too tradition in political matters. Thus, by evoking the powers of tradition and custom, 

politicall  organs try to pre-empt attempts to organize resistance and protest. Therefore, in 

orderr to settle conflict, efforts are made to create cosy relationships between interest groups 

att the costs of formal powers that tend to dissipate, while in West-European societies people 

aree ideologically encouraged to make use of rights and laws, which are defined explicitly. In 

establishmentt theories of Japaneseness, Masamura concludes, the will of individuals and 

unrecognizedd groups and categories is hidden and the passive notion of "becoming" [nam] is 

madee central, whereas in the ideal-typical West "acting according to one's will in agreement 

withh the law" is behaviour expected from people by political, juridical and educational organs. 

100 There is a relation between giri  [sense of obligation], haji [shame] and amae [coaxing]. [Cf. Ooi Takeo 
E1990]]  In case of a continued oppression of the heart the desire to please others disappears. Amaeru becomes away of 
evokingg the on [favour] of others by coaxing them. Receiving on [favour] in its turn results in obligation [giri ] to 
repayy a favour. If these secret relations are revealed, shame results. Thus giri  and amae are round-about ways of 
bringin gg about shame. 
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Inn Japanese Nihoryinron human will is taken out of the picture and behaviour  is modelled on 

standardd patterns of so-called tradition ; deviance from this model of behaviour  is sanctioned 

byy shaming, 

Mercyy [nasake 1f If]  and self-effacement [mushi && ] are two other  concepts central 

inn theories of Japanese national identity. The two terms stem from the egalitarian ideal of the 

villagerss (merchants and farmers) and the hierarchical relationships of obligation that 

maintainedd Bushi order  respectively.n The terms also correspond to the domains of Western 

andd Eastern Japan: the Western Emperor-supporters and the Eastern Shogun-supporters. 

Duringg the Meij i period, these contrasts were said to be united by the Gods. This unison 

constitutedd an attempt to cover  up interregional differences by means of the symbolical 

integrationn of "mercy"  and "selflessness"  in the system of emperor  worship. As a result of 

miss ideological mechanism, divergence had become a measure of social deviance. This 

techniquee had made it difficul t for  members of a Japanese community to co-operate with 

peoplee that are regarded as outsiders, without incurrin g the displeasure of the insider 

community.. In a situation in which differences between persons are expressed, according to 

Masamura,, it is possible to develop a concept of co-operation on equal terms. 

Inn many societies, Masamura maintains, future uncertainties are dealt with by making 

lawss that, ideally, are based upon the wil l of its peoples. Facing problems and a great 

diversityy of views, democratic societies establish "laws,"  created by means of a technique for 

expressingg difference; solutions are tried out on the basis of the "common will "  of the people 

andd humanitarian decision-making. The difference between self and others is extrapolated and 

broughtt  out into the open. It is an instrument for  solving opposition. In Japan, however, 

establishmentt  ideologies support the organizational principles of order, difference is covered 

upp by reshaping it in terms of accepted categories, based on notions of obligation [gir i WE], 

coaxingg [amae "Ö"*.] , self-efifocement [mushi Wtk] and mercy [nasake 1f It] . The rare 

violatorr  against the social codes loses face and is isolated in order  to prevent repetition and a 

spreadingg of unrest A drawback of Masamura*  s theory is that it does not show us how "th e 

expressionn of difference in the West"  and the "concealment of difference in Japan"  relate to 

111 Cf. Ikegami Eiko E1997. 
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generalizationss about local variations of expressing difference (for example, in the city, village, 

mountainn hamlets, and industrial areas) and situational, political requirements (made of, e.g., 

menn and women). Though Masamura claims that the cover-up techniques in Japan are no 

longerr effective, he does not specify the local, global and trans-regional factors responsible for 

thiss development. In other words, Masamura remains stuck in the framework of the nation. 

2.. A Subordination of the Universal to the Nation 

Researcherss that apply universalist principles (of systems, of individual behaviour, of neuro-

biology)) to perceived changes in the development of nation-states fail to discern universal 

patternss that explain problems in various local contexts by the same universal principles, and 

thatt may have wide consequences for the ways in which human groups are formed and 

behavee anywhere. For instance, using the idealized experience of one nation-state in order to 

findfind solutions for region-specific problems could have hazardous consequences. Thus, 

China'ss strategic concentration on Japan's modernization experience is based on the 

presumedlyy crucial features the two nation-states share, ranging from being East Asian, 

Confucian,, and sharing a similar script, to belonging to the same race and having a similar 

Easternn character.12 Holding such views is only possible, however, by ignoring historical, 

circumstantial,, and socio-cultural differences.13 This development strategy has a long history, 

stemmingg from the time after China's defeat in the Sino-Japanese War, in 1895, when Chinese 

exchangee students decided to import Japanese ideas and Western knowledge in order to 

strengthenn and "save China" from evolutionary extinction.14 

Onee example of a view that applies universalist ideology to the unit of the nation 

declaress the world a hostile place in terms of Hobbesian and international systems principles, 

presumingg the behaviour of Other units to be predicated on universalist principles of survival 

'22 Cf. Jackson 1996. 

oo Japanese circumstances before its economic take off in the late-1950 are frequentlyy ignored They include 
openn international markets, the American defence umbrella, the American occupation and installation of democratic 
institutions,, and littl e competition from other  countries in the same favourable position. [Cf. Hein 1993] Economies 
thatt  rely on duplicative growth, and borrowed technology and have no free-thinking entrepreneurial class imbued with 
aa sense of inventiveness are bound to be shaken out. In 1996 this problem emerged in the electronics industry. Also, 
thesee economies can expect price-competition from other  developing economies that are poised to enter  the "catcHing-
up""  phase of economic development. [Lingl e 1997: 69-102] 

144 Pusey 1983; Harrell 1992. 
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inn a world of competing interests of nations. At the same time, We is an exception, and, 

hence,, We is uniquely above such universal principles of selfish behaviour  (though history 

teachess us we must keep up with the competition, unless we are willin g to perish). Dominant 

viewss of realpolmk in Chinese international relations-theory, for  example, are tainted by a 

moodd of self-victimization and, as a consequence, China finds itself isolated diplomatically. 

Ass a result, littl e space is left for  manoeuvring to protect national interests.15 Thus, academic 

nationalismm can have debilitating xenophobic effects on negotiating behaviour  with foreigners. 

Thee academic and political harm of setting up one's own nation against others in academic 

nationalismm can be found in the sweeping generalizations and naive essentializations 

employedd in the categorization of nation-states in strategic designs. The prejudice built up 

againstt  Them creates an atmosphere o£ possibly, one-sided hostility and a negative attitude 

towardss opportunities for  the improvement of international relations. Academically, a 

dominantt  attitude of recdpolitik hampers research as it encourages rigid ways of thinking, 

restrictedd to pre-structured politically-correct alternatives.16 

Similarly ,, theoretical paradigms in the social sciences based on theories of the 

evolutionn and revolution of nations introduce into social-science research a nation-state bias, 

thatt  usually serves the political views of scholars domestically rather  than the understanding 

off  processes of nation-state transformation. Thus, in Chinese social science, since its 

inceptionn at the beginning of the 20th century, the concept of evolutionary change of society 

hass been associated with bourgeois liberalism (read: Western capitalism) and the violation of 

thee socialist laws of revolutioa17 Until the late-1980s/eariy-1990s, advocating "peaceful 

155 Yang Deng E1998: 308-29. 
166 Realism has usually three main assumptions. First, it regards the nation-state as the prime actor  in 

internationall  relations. Second, in absence of central world authority it assumes a state of anarchy between nation-
states,, and, third , it treats international politics essentially as power  politics. Nco-realism has refined these classical 
assumptionss by taking the international system to be a structure that shapes state behaviour. Realism in a Chinese 
academicc context is conditioned by hundred years of suffering and humiliations under  the international domination of 
Westernn powers and Japan. They view the growing transnational network through a state-centric prism, only focusing 
onn how China could take advantage of these new "eternal environments"  to protect and maximize its national interests 
[Yongg E1998: 310-2] 

177 In the Nanjing period [1927-37], underlying the continuation of a great diversity of activities such as 
translation,, conducting social surveys, community studies, and the research of historical sociology and macro-
sociologyy a broad ideological division among intellectuals between a marxist current of remoulding society and a 
pragmatic,, liberal traditio n of gradual reform widened. [Wong E1979; Wang E1938]. Historical sociology received 
impetuss from this controversy, especially after  the 1927 massacre of communists by the Nationalist government, as 
somee marxist theoreticians believed that a correct revolutionary theory of society could guide the search for  the correct 
futur ee revolution [Kwok E1965: 163-4]. Functionalism in this period tended to regard culture as an instrument for 
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evolution"188 in theories of social science was viewed by the academic establishment as a 

deniall  of the scientific nature of Chinese socialism; it was equated with committing an act of 

nationall  betrayal.19 

Perhapss a major destructive influence on social science derives from debates of 

nationall  uniqueness which, when obtaining a strong influence in the social-science community 

att large, blind researchers to the similarities of problematic situations elsewhere. Crucial 

change,, albeit gradual change. Despite its stress on concepts of process, adjustment and change, it tended to neglect 
historicall  data on the evolvement of social institutions in a broader  context, which was regarded as a shoitcoming and 
sharplyy criticized by Marxists. 

Ann other  related point of dispute, was the choice of research unit, that is, the village. It was not clear  how 
microscopicc knowledge of a village could be generalized to the macroscopic level of the social structure of China, and 
wass considered a major  obstruction to finding a generally applicable prescription for  social progress. Wu Wenzao, head 
off  the Sociological Department at Yanjing University since 1929, defended this approach by attacking the 'wishful 
thinking ''  and 'oversimplification' of Marxist approaches to social problems: the mechanical application of economic 
determinismm or  historical materialism did not take account of local context at all. Withi n the Marxist school this 
argumentt  applied not only to the local context at the micro- level, but also to the nation as a whole. Its 'local context' 
withi nn the wider  context of the world needed to be defined urgently. But questions around the historical subject of the 
comingg Chinese revolution led to various interpretations of the Chinese research unit onto which Marxist theory was 
applied.. Those who believed that China first bad to pass a stage of bourgeois revolution before reaching communism, 
Maoistss classed as 'Trotskyit e losers', such as one of the founders of the CCP, Chen Duxiu. They were accused of being 
inn cahoots with the Ouornindang. Those who believed that the (industrial ) proletariat was the agent of historical change 
inn a capitalist China, were thought to discard the peasants; and, those who put their  confidence into the revolutionary 
potentiall  of the peasants, occupied themselves with mapping land distribution , making typologies of the various 
typess of class exploitation, and describing the political attitude of landlords, rich peasants, middle peasants, poor 
peasants,, handicraftsmen, merchants, and so on. 

Inn this way Chen Hanseng [b. 1897] acquired fame among communists as an agrarian sociologist and 
economistt  with his Landlord and Peasant in China (1935), in which he argued that the agrarian problem is interwoven 
withh national and colonial questions, and described how agrarian changes are at once complicated by an alien 
administrationn and by problems pertaining to nationality. The best known Marxist macro-sociological studies of this 
periodd is Mao Zedong's Analysis of the Classes in Chinese Society (1926); it was emulated by many of his followers. 
Non-marxistt  works, such as Fei Xiaotong* s Peasantry and Gentry (1948), however, did borrow Marxist ideas such as 
class,, and means and relations of production. What divided them mainly were the questions as to whether  the gentry 
(Feii  Xiaotong) or  the peasants (Mao Zedong) would be the historical actors moving China forward; and whether 
historicall  change would take place through reform (Fei) or  revolution (Mao). Naturally, as Marxists were eschewed from 
professionall  positions, non-Marxist scholars, most of whom had studied in America and Great Britain , were in a better 
positionn to make a name in the academic world Among them were Wu Wenzao, Chen Da, Pan Guangdan (Columbia); 
Sunn Benwen (New York); Zhao Chengxin, C.K. Yang (Michigan); Lin Yaohua (Harvard); Fei Xiaotong (Cambridge), 
Franciss K. Hsu, and Tian Rukang (London School of Economics) [Wong E1979: 32-4]. 

Dividin gg Chinese sociological thought in two groups does not do justice to a much more complex 
sociologicall  reality: liberals such as Hu Shi, Ding Wenjiang and Ren Hongjun emphasized science as a means of 
modernization,, individual freedom and limited forms of democracy, but were internally divided over, for  example, the 
extentt  to which state power  should interfere with the economy and to which mere technological modernization could 
makee China strong; conservative nativists of the Rural Reconstruction Movement believed that social change should 
originatee in Chinese villages and be based on Chinese values; undercover  Marxist intellectuals tried to recruit members 
andd argued against the 'bourgeois' liberals, 'feudal'  reconstructionists and especially Trotskyites, who did not support 
Maoistt  class struggle; and, Ouornindang Nationalists employed a top-down, technocratic approach to state-reform, 
basingg themselves on Sun Yat-sen's doctrine of the Three Peoples' Principles. 

' 88 Peaceful evolution: heping jinhua fll^ÜBfc.  Peaceful evolution is an ideological concept, used in politics 
too reflect the view that society changes gradually and by means of competition such as is thought to be prevalent in the 
Westt  Evolutionary change is contrasted with revolutionary change, in which the proletariat is the subject of history. 
Thiss latter  view requires the subject of history to "struggle"  against its enemies. 

199 For  other  political debates held through scientific metaphor  see under  VI  5.: A Holistic Variety of of Bipolar 
ManipulationManipulation Based on "Western" Science, Cf. Sleeboom 1989. 
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opportunitiess of comparing and discussing politico-economic phenomena on the basis of 

otherr units than that of the nation may be missed. For example, the organization of labour 

intoo unions and methods of management cannot be explained objectively in the limited 

frameworkframework of national culture, race, or state-power, but are understood more fully and 

concretelyy by focusing on and including references to other factors, such as political 

ideologies,, configurations of interest groups, the labour market, and local circumstances; 

issuess of cultural-linguistic change of the national language and second(third)-language 

acquisitionn are not understood by defining them as static entities subject to central control, 

butt have to be seen in the light of the relationship between global and local changes, the 

variouss state-policies on language education, the practices of linguistic choice and behaviour in 

thee economy, the mass-media, art, the interference between local dialects, and the creativity 

off  young people.20 The understanding of many important issues of language use does not 

primarilyy hinge on the effectiveness of state-policies between nation-state borders. In other 

words,, academic nationalism is predicated on the fallacious point of departure that 

comparativee research, in the first place, is about comparing nation-states, instead of about 

particularr topics in various research frames suitable to the subject, and where national 

identityy and nation-state policies are no more than variables whose importance is relative to 

thee research questioa Often it is forgotten that other forms of identity, such as an 

identificationn with the local community, religion, trade, gender, ethnic group, peer-group, 

dependingg on the research-question, can be units of research more relevant than that of the 

nation-state. . 

3.. The Nation as Representing the Views of Certain Interest Groups 

Academicc writings that emphasize "the people" in the construction of policies on economic 

growthh and national identity may favour certain interest groups. Especially when a monopoly 

onn communication and information systematically distorts information flows, academic 

knowledgee about politics, economy and society becomes obfuscated. Ironically, among the 

factorss that inhibit long-term economic growth and social-science research, most damaging are 

formss of government that attempt to restrict and manipulate communication and information 

200 Manabe Kazufumi 1994; 1996. 
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flowss (through media restrictions and censorship) in order to control the opposition.21 These 

controlss discourage investors and the circulation of new ideas. Restrictions on the freedom of 

thought,, in the long run, are likely to constrain the potential for growth.22 In an authoritarian 

politicall  system decisions are formulated, made and implemented from above, even though 

"thee people" are formally consulted or represented. For example, all Chinese policy-making 

andd academic research is done, formally, with the aim of serving "the people." Here, "the 

people""  are represented by the socialist leadership, who claim to protect national interests. 

Thee words of Lin Ganquan, head of the History Department of CASS, aptly illustrates 

China'ss neo-socialist transformation from a dictatorship to authoritarian nationalist rule by 

hiss assertion that "at the service of politics" has become "at the service of the people."23 

Usually,, now, a differentiation is made between the ruling class and the nation, though they 

aree assumed to be compatible without explanation. For Chinese scholars and officials alike, 

nationall  interests are the embodiment of the natioa24 According to Deng Xiaoping, national 

rightss [guoquan] are more important than "human rights" and the latter should not be allowed 

too undermine the former.25 The official leading ideologies of Socialism with Chinese 

Characteristics,, Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought, the propaganda network, slogans 

andd rule by regulation through documents (documentocracy) in the academic world make for a 

limitedd frame of thought construed around the unit of the nation-state, in which social 

phenomenaa and political situations can be placed, the past interpreted and the future 

planned.26 6 

211 Cf. Christopher  Lingle 1997. 
222 In order  to maintain social stability and prevent the legal or  economic strengthening of the political 

opposition,, it is inevitable to interfere with domestic commerce, weaken private property rights, and interfere with 
contractuall  arrangements. Thus in China there is a system of law, but no rule of of law; there is public property, leasable 
property,, but no private property. The absence of a rule of law may inhibi t companies in trusting the effectiveness of 
agreements,, a condition for  building up business confidence. 

233 "Wei zhengzhi fuwu"  has become "wei renmin fuwu"  [Li n Ganquan 1998: 75] 

2**  YongE1998: 312-4. 

MM  Deng Xiaoping El984: 347-8. 

366 wu Ouoguang, a speech writer  in the late 1980s to Premier  Zhao Ziyang and a chief editor  in the Editorial 
Departmentt  of the People's Daily, argues that the Chinese Communist regime operates through directives from the 
oligarchicc top leadership, that have their  main form of expression in political documents. Wu calls this "rul e by 
document.""  Such documents give the regime ideological legitimacy, and a successfully completed document enjoys 
bothh symbolic and administrative authority. The drafting of such a document makes up a central part of the political 
processs and consistss of several stages. First, ideas are formed to formulate the central issues, and an agenda is set. Next, 
leaderss are appointed to select the drafters of the planned document. For  a political document, a special drafting group 
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However,, in the long run, academic organizations and economic systems built upon 

thee exchange of favours for party-patriotic loyalty produce a distorted incentive structure and 

ann inadequate framework for understanding phenomena mat fall outside the official list of 

problemss based on the policy of national restructuring, and establishing Socialism with 

Chinesee Characteristics. The nationalist etiquette of academic and administrative 

bureaucraciess enhances the likelihood of political corruption stemming from the trade in 

politicall  favours between patriots of the "right" hue. But paying academic nationalists for 

politicall  purposes only works when it pays off, making it increasingly expensive to buy 

theoriess of "patriotic unity" as a prosperous and independent middle class emerges. 

Emolumentss payed out to officials and scholars must increase to ensure their loyalty to the 

nationall  cause and keep talent away from lucrative and more challenging careers in the private 

economyy or abroad Moreover, national consensus-building has the unintended consequence 

off  strengthening solid hierarchical structures by limiting open debate about whose interests 

aree represented and embodied in the national project and its symbolism. Short-term gains 

fromm building national consensus may be weighed against related long-run costs arising from 

corruption,, social injustice and economic inefficiency.27 

4.. The Illusion of Controllin g the "National Organism"  and the "System** 

Understandingg the nation-state through an organic metaphor, such as that of the dragon, the 

family,, or the open feedback system, creates the illusion of the controllability of its 

"character,""  "order," or "functioning." One result is that individuals are regarded as micro-

mirrorss of the national character. A simple example is the advice social scientist Fan Hao 

[1992]]  offers to the Nation Fan believes that the different concepts of "self in East and 

mayy be set up, for  which drafters are selected and borrowed from several political institutions and academic research 
organs.. [Wu Ouoguang 1995] 

Thee prescribed and proscribed formulations in academic writing , and the docmnentociacy that regulates the 
organizationn of research disciplines, their  purpose, scope, and application, all built around the national quest of 
Socialismm with Chinese Characteristics greatly limit s the thinkable and writabl e in academic circles over  a whole range 
off  social-science disciplines. [Cf. CASS Yearbooks (CASSYB); Schoenhals 1992,1993 ] 

277 The independent search for  knowledge requires constantly taking risks and undertaking challenges to the 
ideologicall  order, and if needed, to the political status quo. As born free thinkers, independent schdara always 
constitutee a potential threat to the political status quo. Attempts to co-opt them may lead to a ruinous brain-drain . In 
attemptingg to control scholars, authoritarian regimes are damned if they do, and damned if they do not. Authoritaria n 
regimess can oversee consistent growth and development while allowing for  a reasonably equitable distributio n of 
income,, schooling and information channels. But for  long term development, self-generated technological advance, 
domesticc entrepreneurial talent and the release of the media and information flow are necessary. 
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Westt are a key issue to Chinese modernization. His advice to China is to preserve the 

Chinesee social self and ethics, absorb the Western emphasis on an independent self and 

respectt for individual initiative (but discard its egotism), and to adopt the Japanese emphasis 

onn the whole self (but dispel its emptiness). Since ancient times, the Japanese have regarded 

thee individual as a part of the group, Fan argues, so their national coherency is great (but the 

individuall  weak).28 This confidence in the ability to construct a Nation may derive from the 

factt that the metaphor can turn the nation-state into an object "out there/' amenable to the 

masss psycho-analysis of "national selves" and experimentation with "open doors." 

Intellectualss who have appointed themselves to look after the needs of "their people," or 

havee taken onto themselves the duty to advise state leaders are faced with a situation in 

whichh academic research becomes a matter of looking out for the interests of the Nation as a 

ann emotive task of controlled experimentation. Depending on their own political views, who 

theyy represent, their discipline, ambitions and other more mundane factors, such as their 

circumstancess of living and status, academics make decisions on how to construe their version 

off  the Nation and its aims. What the various academic nationalists have in common is that 

theyy turn the nation-state into an object of study severed from the world but buried within 

themselves.. The national unit is logically isolated from the world on which its existence it is 

premisedd Saying anything about any person or phenomenon requires, first of all, drawing a 

circlee around it: the static boundaries of the nation-state. Trans-national phenomena are 

thoughtt too complicated to define. If they are mentioned, say, ethnic minorities or multi-

nationall  companies, they are defined by reference to static national units. Thus, some Chinese 

minoritiess that have never set a foot in China are defined in terms of a nation-state mat did 

nott even exist when theirr ancestors migrated; we speak about Ford of the U.S.A, Toyota of 

Japan,, even though we do not know where their products come from. We talk about cars as if 

theyy are manufactured by nation-states and not by people, and if we think about how the 

carss arrive here, we try to imagine how many borders they cross. In this sense, nation-states 

aree closed unless we open them by "adding" a marker that indicates "movement" to indicate 

thatt something "entered." Similarly, the opening of "national doors" are premised upon the 

(logically)) isolated "home" unit of the nation The doors are safety-valves that allow 

MM  Fan Hao 1992: 110-1. 
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communicationn and exchanges to be planned, regulated, and stopped Doors make possible 

thee requirement of permission for  exit and entrance; the idea of a bounded nation is a 

conditionn for  the notions of national tolerance, national banning, and national taboo. 

Analogouss to territoria l state-borders, socio-cultural boundaries are erected, marked, 

protected,, researched and planned, fit  into systems, and equipped with forefathers and a soul. 

Somee academics control the system, others protect the Motherland and tame the enemy, 

whilee again others aim to keep the nation in good health, away from foreign contamination. 

Despitee the difference in jargon employed by the various kinds of mechanical, cultural and 

organicc academic nationalists, they regard "chance"  as a danger  when it concerns the foreign, 

exactlyy because the outside is crucial to the recognition of its existence. Though the foreign 

takess on a different shape to each of the academic nationalists, all aim to channel the required 

butt  dreaded flows of exchange under  academic-nationalist control. 

Problemss that sprout from such worries in Chinese academic research tend to focus on 

howw to pick out the "useful"  from foreign cultures and the "excellent"  from the national past 

Thiss leads to forced mode of inquiry , such as when Hu Fuchen, a scholar  of Taoism at CASS, 

askedd the famous Marxian historian of philosophy, Ren Jiyu, "how can we pick out the 

creamm and discard the dregs?;"  "how can we pick out the excellent parts of Western culture?;" 

and,, "how can we mobilize traditio n so as to become strong."  Such questions promise the 

possibilityy of future-control by combining the ancient past and the modern West Note that 

thee image of traditional China is that of a logically isolated unit, from which treasures you can 

makee a choice. Next, you combine your  selection with a choice of foreign valuables, and 

integratee them with the treasures from the past The belief in such optimistic narrativ e 

explanationn is augmented by generations of Japanese nationalist ideologues that ascribe 

Japan'ss success to a unique and innate disposition in the field of socio-cultural organization 

forr  the Japanese to select and absorb foreign elements of civilization into the dialectical 

changee of its own ancient tradition. 29 

»» For  example, the social scientists Hamaguchi Eshun in Japanese Systems (by the Sekotac Research Project 
Teamm for  Japanese Systems of which Hamaguchi is the representative) expresses a view that is quite common in 
NihonjinronNihonjinron  (a genre of writing s around Japanese uniqueness) writings: 

Japanesee society has responded to the international environment of the day, introducing what was needed as 
civilization,, creating overlapping, multi-layered cultural and social structures in the same way that we put on 
layerss of clothing according to the weather  and our  physical condition. Even from the perspective of the 
workingg features of Japanese systems, it takes time and effort to work out measures to deal with strong 
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Off  course, it is possible for academics to avoid the trap-questions raised above. In this 

particularr example, the socialist historian Ren Jiyu (1916-) seems aware of the dangers of the 

essentializingg force of academic nationalism, probably because he has experienced the 

ideologicall  extremes of the Cultural Revolution.30 In his attempt at answering Hu's queries, 

hee nimbly dances around the fallacies invited by questions such as "how can we pick out the 

creamm and discard the dregs?:" 

Thiss is very difficult , since they are all mixed up. It requires much research in addition to putting into 

otderr  our  feudal legacy. The issue bears similarities to viewing a children's performance at kindergarten: 

thee children seem all very well behaved, intelligent, lovable and clean. But we do not see them while 

theyy are at home: naughty, crying loudly, wilfu l and unhygienic. Traditional culture is similar  to this. 

Visitin gg foreigners merely catch a glimpse of China and return home. They marvel about 

Confucianismm talking about benevolence and love. But we as Chinese people cannot be selective about 

traditiona ll  culture. We live and die here. Therefore we must be particularl y cautious about national 

cultur ee and not listen to foreigners praising us, thinkin g that all is good.31 

Inn this interview, foreigners and children seem to appear out of the blue. The former serve to 

representt outsiders who are incapable of understanding China, its facades, and the true nature 

off  Chinese tradition (performing children and children at home). Ren's criticism of Chinese 

tradition,, therefore, is made possible by means of introducing visiting foreigners who praise 

Chinaa for the wrong reasons. Ren further uses the idolization of Mao to criticize this 

autocraticc feature in both communism and tradition. "Even when we choose the cream," Ren 

workingg features of Japanese systems, it takes time and effort to work out measures to deal with strong 
externall  pressure. Even so, key persons have promptly implemented reforms of the system. In such cases, 
"inventedd tradition' '  is the device used to synchronize the "endogenous evolution"  of ordinary people and the 
'exogenouss revolution*  carried out by key persons. The mechanism that operates here is one of selection -
invention// rediscovery - integrations Tradition is not simply the repetition of ancestral patterns, but is 
createdd as necessary. Here attention is on 'the politics of interpretation' among the actor  subjects involved. 
Inn this sense, invented traditio n is "negotiated tradition.' *  [Sekotac 1992: 35-6] 

Forr  a detailed critiqu e of the planned nature of success and its meaning, see Hein 1993. 

300 Ren Jiyu {£& &  [1916 -] is known as a famous historian of philosophy and as specialized in Buddhist 
studies.. In 1987, Ren became head of the Beijing Library , and concurrently held posts as professor  at Beijing 
Universityy and the CASS Graduate school. His other  functions include tutor  of PhD students, honourary professor  at 
CASS,, Institut e of Religion, head of the Chinese Association of the History of Philosophy, and head of the Chinese 
Societyy for  Atheist Studies. [Hu Fuchen 1988]. Ren's work "Zhonghua Great Classics"  [<f>4Md9(££ Zhongguo] Da 
CangfingCangfing is a giant academic project His four  volume work on the history of Chinese philosophy was used in all 
universitiess in the 1960s. After  the Cultural Revolution he edited other  volumes on the history of the development of 
Chinesee philosophy. [Fang Keli 199511: 588-92] 

311 Ren Jiyu in Hu Fuchen 198&  52. 
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argues,, "i t may turn out to be dregs."  For  example, Ren argues, advocating the spirit of self-

sacrificee for  the revolution is the communist spirit of the revolutionary, but if it only consists 

off  loyalty to one individual , or  dying for  a leader, then mis spirit is also entangled with the 

conceptt  of "loyalt y to the monarch1*  and thus belongs to traditional culture and violates the 

truetrue communist spirit32 This time, Ren uses the backwardness of traditional culture to 

recommendd a true communist spirit Worshipping Mao is not a feature of communism, but of 

tradition. 333 To Ren, traditio n is phony if it concerns metaphors involving the family. He 

arguess that traditional culture stresses the correct treatment of inter-human relations by 

wishingg people to be like one big family with peaceful, neighbourly relations. However, the 

traditiona ll  view that the emperor  is the son of heaven Ren looks upon with scrutiny as the 

emperorr  was also made the monarchic father  of the entire people, and the empress the mother 

off  the nation. Traditional culture advocates that all levels of the bureaucracy love the people 

lik ee children, all members of the family must be characterized by fatherly kindness, filial 

children,, obedient wives, and mutually respecting and loving brothers. These features belong 

too feudal and patriarchal tradition . Whether  all this is good or  bad, we must earnestly try to 

illuminat ee it, Ren argues. In the last analysis, however, Ren subordinates the revolutionary 

spiritt  to the national spirit . For  Ren argues that "th e spirit of suffering and simplicity [as part 

off  the socialist cause] must always have free reign, but if ugliness maintains simplicity and 

crueltyy preserves defect, it wil l break any spirit of creativity and renewal, leading to an inert 

nationalnational spirit that obstructs sociall  progress."34 

Ren'ss views indicate that not only the academic works of traditionalist s are 

nationalistt  Academic nationalism also penetrates well-thought-through debates mat argue 

moree subtly for  varied views of culture, socialism and international relations. To such debates 

academicc nationalism provides the core axis of dualities between traditio n - modernity, 

outsidee - inside, open - closed, limit s research to a few perspectives such as culturalist , 

scientistic,, and organicistic views of the nation instead of any combination of argued 

propositionss applied to the variables and units of research appropriate to the argument 

322 Loyalty to the monarch; zhong qun J&R. 

333 Ren Jiyu in Hu Fuchen 1988: 52-3. 

344 Ren Jiyu in Hu Fuchen 1988: 54-5. 
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Moreover,, academic nationalism appropriates the national unit as a mediator between various 

politicall  ideals. Finally, academic problem-solvers handle the nation as if it is a test tube, 

subjectt to operations applied to it in a laboratory situation. Examples of features ascribed to 

thee nation are the forces of push and pull (scientific knowledge pushing the nation-state 

forward;; superstition pulling it backward); the self-justification of "action-reaction" {Their 

actionn causes Us to retaliate); controlling "the people" through the mechanism of stimulus-

responsee (awarding "the people" for loyalty); using input-output analyses to make the nation 

groww (put information into China, so its GNP output wil l rise); cybernetic principles of 

positivee and negative feedback (give positive feedback to learning from the West; bring a halt 

too "spiritual pollution" from the West through negative feedback regulation, i.e. campaigning); 

Yin-Yangg analyses of, for instance, national gender (principles applied onto the East and 

West).. The nation as a framework of research and as a unit of comparison encourages the 

inappropriatee application of terms not meant for application onto regional units of research. 

Forr example, the concepts of capitalism and socialism (the West versus China), feudal 

traditionn and modernity (socialist vocabulary for the universal era of Chinese tradition and the 

modernn socialist era) and, culture and modernity (Confucianist terminology for cultural space) 

aree very imprecise when treated as characterizations of localized units, such as nation-states 

andd loosely defined regions such as East and West, and Europe and Asia. Moreover, the 

practicee facilitates the assignment of non-territorial "boundaries" and "doors" to the nation, 

whichh can be opened and closed, and which channels communication between "inside" and 

"outside.""  Social-science disciplines far too easily focus research on the unit of the nation-

state,, its health, quality, wealth, victories, and powers, without questioning its presumptions 

andd consequences. 

Tacticss and practices are employed in academic nationalism to avoid cultural debt by 

attributingg to modern scientific achievements new origins and precursors rooted in works of 

Ourr national tradition. If the importation of things recognized as being foreign is criticized or 

feared,, the process may be scrutinized by academic theory in order to create a sense of 

"control,""  which is augmented by applying to foreign products and practices labels of 

approval.. This so-called "Salification" is a form of unofficial permission underwritten,by 

academicacademic factions for the indigenization of certain trends. According to Prof. Fang Keli, die 
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keyy issue is whether  Western philosophical trends conform to Chinese needs, and whether 

circumstancess allow integration with Chinese traditional thinking.35 There must at least occur 

communicationn and dialogue between the two. In case of Sinification of foreign thought, Fang 

argues,, the foreign must always be integrated with Chinese traditional culture.36 If not, and a 

Westernn school of thought is introduced purely as it is, it can not be considered as Chinese 

philosophyy (even though it has knowledge value in itself and may form a contribution to the 

developmentt  of Chinese philosophy). Western philosophical schools in themselves cannot be 

categorizedd as Chinese philosophy. Fang's argument seems to be obvious: his tenaciousness 

expressess great worry about the unheeded adoption of foreign things without having a chance 

too scrutinize them properly first  Therefore, as long as the border  patrol of foreign ideas 

checkss everything thoroughly, Fang has no problem with giving imported products a place in 

Chinesee tradition . Though Buddhism, and the schools of Tiandai, Huayan and Chan (Zen) in 

thee Sui and Tang dynasties were part of Chinese philosophy, Fang argues, they were forms 

off  Sinified Buddhism. Similarly , Roman Catholicism in Taiwan, and Marxism in mainland 

Chinaa are also indigenized37 On the other  hand, the advocacy of Chinese traditional 

philosophy,, Fang believes, includes the absorption of Western philosophical concepts and 

methods.. For  example, He Lin in the 1940s said: "Confucianist spirit for  essence, and 

Westernn culture for  utility." 38 This form of "Chin a for  its Essence and the West for  its use," 

accordingg to Fang, is an important characteristic of modern neo-Contucianism.39 Fang also 

considerss the modernization of other  ancient philosophies and religions so as to create a 

modernn Neo-Taoism, modern Neo-Buddhism, modem Neo-Mohism, and modem Neo-

355 To Fang, the Director  of the Graduate School of the CASS, and main-editor  of CASS Yanjiusheng Xuebao, 
thee communication and mingling between China and the West are the most important characteristic of Chinese 20th 
centuryy philosophy. The main stream of Chinese 20th century philosophy is Marxist philosophy: it carries the 
responsibilityy of scientifically summarizing historical experience and the hopes of the future. Fang's list of the main 
eventss of 20th century in China consists of the May Fourth movement, old nationalism and new nationalism, the 
establishmentt  of the Republic, and the survival of Chinese socialism after  the disintegration of the S.U.. [Fang Keli 
1994] ] 

366 Sinification: Zhongguohua 'f'Hft -
377 Iwtigenization: bentukua ^Aifc -
Fangg Keli 1994:2. 
3» H e l i n «H H 
Confucianistt  spirit for  essence, and Western culture for  utility : yi rujia Jingshen wei ti, yi xiyang wenhua wei 

399 China for  its Essence and the West for  its use: Zhongti Xtyong tpffcBflJ . 
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legalism.. To Fang, they have in common a propensity to absorb Western science, democratic 

thought,, and assimilate China and the West40 

Fang'ss views illustrate an anxiety about foreign thought entering China uninhibited, 

especiallyy "Western thought" It is as if every thought coming into the country needs to be 

tagged,, registered, quarantined and treated until it is properly indigenized In fact, one of the 

mainn tasks of academics in the Chinese humanities is the introduction of foreign writings, 

theirr translation and provision of critical comments from the "Chinese" point of view. 

5.. A Rhetoric of Balance and Compromise Between Them and Us 

BipolarBipolar Partners of Contrast: 

Inn academic nationalism scholars from diverse points of view and disciplines in the process of 

thee conceptualization of new ideas employ balancing techniques. Such techniques serve the 

academicacademic in coming to a "reasonable mean" in his balancing of mutually opposing views and 

betweenn (by the academic world) openly acknowledged contradictions. Combined use is made 

off  various discursive techniques, such as forms of argument drawn from the "Doctrine of the 

Mean,""  the dialectical method of "the unity of opposites," and techniques of association 

resemblingg those used in Yin-Yang theory.41 These techniques all make use of dualities. 

Althoughh in principle, views on natural dialectics and Yin-Yang thought require a dynamic, 

criticall  and flexible application, in academic nationalism these tools of thought are applied to 

thee unit of the nation and generally lose their emancipative, transformative, or self-

transcendingg (sublative) capacity.42 In nationalist ideology, dualities are culturally mediated, 

politicall  tools, mobilised for the purpose of expanding on political ideas. The features of 

400 Fang Keli 1994: 3-5. 

4ii  Together, the principles of Yin and Yang form the Tao [Dao]. One of the interpretations of the origin of the 
Taoo is as follows: The celestial principl e ('soul of the universe': [tianl i ffóS]) first existed. It combined with the 
immateriall  principl e (vapour  [qi *£]), and then became primary matter  fqi $ ] which accumulated and constituted 
substance,, or  quality of matter  [zhi j$ ] , from which all creation evolved. The Great Extreme [taij i j t t t ] , being 
containedd in the immaterial principle, moved and produced the male principle, Yang [yang PB], the superior  or  male 
principl ee of nature. When it had moved to the utmost it tested; and having rested, it produced the Yin [yin $ ], the 
inferiorr  or  female principl e of nature. When the male principl e was diluted, it formed the heavens; while the dark and 
heavyy Yin coagulated and formed the earth. The Yin and the Yang together  constitute the Tao [dao jt t ] , the eternal 
reasonn or  principl e of heaven and earth, the origin of all things human and divine, and thence was finally produced the 
Ji,, OT Succession [j i flt  ]. [for  sources in English. Cf. Feng youlan [Fung Yu-lan] [1966]; C.A.S. William s [1976]] 

422 Cf. Chapter  2: "Totalit y and Dialectics"  and Chapter  3 Types of Dialectics"  in Brugger  and Kelly [1990]. 
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thesee dualities are worth while looking into as they allow political manipulation to occur 

13.13. Chinese dualist principles: dao no t i ced Bipolar  contrasts are like couples: they 

changee in time and space. They also change partners; 

thee tension between them varies; and, they are part of a 

largerr  hierarchy of concepts. 

(I)(I)  Bipolar contrasts change and they also 

changechange partners as the meanings associated with 

conceptss used as bipolar  contrasts vary in time and 

context,, while new contrasts are generated For 

example,, the way conceptions of East and West 

contrastt  through time changes. The application of the 

oppositee tradition-modernit y onto the conceptual pair 

native/regionall  of East-West has become increasingly difficul t since, for 

spirituall  energy example, Europe to some Japanese observers is 

regardedd as traditional , while others regard Japan as 

post-modern,, attributin g this condition to the special holistic nature of Japanese traditional 

society.433 Thus the meaning of the concepts of East and West changes, and their  relation to 

thee concepts that they are associated with changes too. Another  example is the concept of 

"labour. ""  During the Cultural Revolution in China , the "worker "  was contrasted 

withh the "intellectual, "  while, since 1978, they both are defined and perceived as "labour, " 

and,, in the ideology of Japanese "middl e mass-society,"  a contrast between "employer"  and 

"employee""  is not seen as valid at all. Furthermore, the tension between bipolar contrasts 

variesvaries and influences the meaning of the concepts that constitute these contrasts. The dualities 

Yin n 

Female e 

Moon,, earth 

passive e 

north h 

up p 

negative e 

dark k 

absorbtion n 

quiescence e 

duad d 

natural l 

emotion n 

Devils,, demons 

Yang g 

Male e 

Sun,, heaven 

active e 

south h 

down n 

positive e 

light t 

penetration n 

vigour r 

monad d 

native/regional l 

spirituall energy 

Spirit,, god 

**  For  the former  view, see Chapter  Eght "Europ e is dead, America is dying."  in Wilkinson [1990] and 
Nakagawaa Yatsuhiro's The ultra-advanced country,"  i.e., Japan. [Pyle 1988: 242] 

Accordingg to the latter  view, Japan's temporal advantage lies in her  in modern times preserved holistic 
tradition ,, which gave her  a head start in post-modernity. The view that in quantum science clear  boundaries between 
matter,, energy and motion are dissolved led to the collapse of the mechanicistic world view, based on Newtonian 
science.. Parallels were made with Taoism and Buddhism, in which all phenomena are regarded as the expression forms 
off  an interrelated single whole. Furthermore, it is argued that human beings in Buddhism and Shintoism are "immersed 
inn the midst of nature."  Concepts of chance, fuzzy logic, spontaneous self-organization are argued to be the link 
betweenn the "natura l tradition "  and the laws of nature as formed in the new sciences of holonics, robotic, chaos, 
complexityy and fractals. [Cf. Shimizii Hiroshi 1996; Yoshida Kazuo 1997; Imai Kenicbi 1995; Kumon Shumpei 1994, 
1998;;  Itoo Shuntaroo 1996; Imada Takatoshi 1990; Sugita Shigeharu 1993; Suzuki Ryooji 1991, 1998; Ishii 
Takemochii  1997, etc.]. 
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mayy be presented as one another's radical opposites, relative opposites, and complementary 

opposites.. For example, an "antagonistic contradiction" between proletariat and bourgeoisie 

impliess the need for struggle between them in order to solve contradictions. If the proletariat 

andd bourgeoisie are thought to be complementary, they may "help" one another and 

cooperate. . 

AA rather sweeping example is Tan Xuechun's explanation of the relativity of the 

absolutee opposites of East and West in ancient China.44 The absolute opposite of East and 

Westt was associated with relative opposites and their associated values such as those for 

dragonn and tiger, right and left, above and below, man and woman, respect and contempt But 

iff  coordinates change, then values may reverse. Thus, according to the ancient philosopher 

Laoo Zi, the Left was respected in the case of residential matters, while the Right was 

respectedd in the cases that concern soldiers. He also associated happy occasions with the 

Left,, and cruel occasions with the Right In general, the East was associated with respect,45 

butt death and the netherworld (including tombs and gates), phenomena associated with the 

West,, were respected also. However, these changing opposites should be seen in their proper 

context:: the diagram of wind directions in ancient times placed South on top and North at the 

bottom,, so that East and West were reversed: the East was associated with the Left, and the 

Westt with the Right In terms of Yin and Yang, therefore, both Left and Right, and East and 

Westt were reversed. This reversal also tallies with the geographical situation of the West 

beingg high (Yang) and the East low (Yin), and the tradition of having respect for men (right, 

Yang)) and contempt for women (left, Yin).46 

(2)(2) Bipolar concepts belong to groups of other bipolar concepts and acquire their 

temporaltemporal meaning and status from the hierarchical position they take up in that group, or, 

taxonomy.taxonomy. If a duality, for example mat of "female-male," is regarded as of littl e relevance to 

otherr dualities in a particular culture, it would be put at the bottom of a (mental) taxonomy.47 

nn Xuechun is from the Department of literatur e in the Fuhu Academy for  Pedagogy [Fuhu jiaoyuxueyuan 

£tttt*¥R l l 
433 Because East Is valued highest, Tan argues. East [dong] is written before the other  directions of the wind, as 

inn "East-North"  [dongbei] and "East-South"  [dongnan] [Tan Xuechun 1994: 264]. 
««« Tan Xuechun 1994: 265-6. 
477 Being the least relevant of a list of dualities does not mean, however, that the contrast between female and 

malee is not still regarded as antagonistic. 
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Iff  the duality is thought to be a fundamental principle to the way an entire society is 

organized,, e.g., gender under the Taliban in Afghanistan. It is placed at the top of the 

hierarchyy as a basic cultural marker. It is not just of great importance as a socio-cultural 

classifierr by itself: gender, in this case, generates many other contrasts (deduced from the 

genderr division), and has important consequences for the entire taxonomy. The same is true in 

thee case of the duality between proletariat and bourgeoisie in China during the cultural 

revolution.. It dominated a range of other contradictions that were deduced from it, and formed 

ann interrelated cosmology together with it48 During the last decades the contradiction 

betweenn China and the capitalist West, with which "labour" and "bourgeois intellectuals" 

weree associated, has lost its main politico-organizational basis. Now some of the former 

"brain-workers""  that are converted into academic patriots provide a "new" politico-cultural 

contentss to the duality of East and West, instead 

Yin-Yangg thought is certainly not limited to East Asia. Asian Overseas' students and 

scholarss of other, including European, nationalities that join me critique of "Western 

imperialism""  and "Western thought" make use of this "traditional" frame of thinking, too. Its 

insistencee upon being an improvement on, and distancing from traditional Western Cartesian 

subject-objectt thinking give the reader the impression, again and again, that for the first time 

inn history Cartesian thought is scrutinized by the most self-critical explorers of the new 

worldd (age), or by enlightened "observers" from planet Holism49 For example, Linda Young 

inn her Crosstalk and Culture in Sino-American Communication [1994] defines East (China 

andd Japan) and West as fundamentally different on the basis of linguistic "evidence" (see 

tablee 14). 

Off  course, just as all Yin-Yang contrasts, those between East and West too are 

regardedd as relative only. Still, they are used statically, if only by the way they facilitate 

grosss generalizations. But it is impossible to hold a debate on the issue with such holistic 

approach,, as the "relative" nature (negotiable flexibility) of this holistic approach does not 

answerr to claims of rationality, refuses to defend the making of divisions or discrimination. If 

4**  See table 14, below. 
499 It is fascinating how academic nationalists believe they understand both sides of the divide between the 

Otherr  and Us, but claim an unsurmountable difference between the Other  and Us at the same time. 
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thee holistic approach were not taken so seriously by academic nationalists, the scheme would 

begg to be left alone, for it claims to uphold the virtues of conflict avoidance, harmony and 

contextuall  understanding, not argument. 

14.14. An exempt* of typological contrasts between thought in East and West.30 

East,, Chinese (and Japanese) 

Contingentt causality 

Sharedd consciousness 

Contextuall  understanding 

Hannony y 

Hierarchyy (vertical connections 
betweenn social layers) 

Negotiablee flexibility 

Conflictt avoidance 

Responsive e 

Abstractionn and categorisation 

West,, Western discourse 

Linearr causality 

Individuall  consciousness 

Rationall  argument 

Competition n 

Class-societyy (horizontal 
relationss of loyalty) 

Fixedd categories of thought 

Antagonistic c 

Assertive e 

Divisionn and discrimination 

Academicc nationalists specialized in the jargon of holism take advantage of the fact that the 

relativityy of difference in the holistic view is itself relativized. The refusal to acknowledge 

(heuristic)) distinctions, set standards for testing a hypothesis, and attaching relevance to the 

usee of logical argument makes it impossible to evaluate any thesis, and allows its 

relativizationn whenever convenient. As a result, arguments become hazy, while the distinction 

betweenn absolute and relative is rendered meaningless. According to the holistic approach, 

anyy proposition must take into account the changing nature of reality. But it is not clear how 

too define change and its contextual conditions. At the same time, the holistic approach in 

academicc nationalism retains the nationalist framework of "relative opposites" so that the 

onlyy unchanging elements are the national units onto which these opposites are projected. 

Suchh methodology gobbles up any research topic, distributes its features over national units 

byy means of "relative" Yin-Yang (nudities, and inserts a time-element that favours the future 

triumphh of one of the units. Young's traditionalistic view is reminiscent of the famous 

Marxistt dialectician, Zhang Dainian, who called the West "relatively antagonistic," and the 

»» Young 1994. 
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Eastt  "relativel y peaceful.n$l Holism in academic nationalism tends to regard the nation-state 

ass an integral whole. That is, the nation-state in academic nationalism per  definition has 

transcendentall  value, the function of the whole being greater  than the sum of its parts. The 

"collectivee spirit "  embodies this organic whole with its vitalist functions and hierarchy, just 

ass a healthy family is idealized as a natural and functional unit Aside from having a brain 

each,, national family members also share a spirit which makes them function as one, or, a Big 

Selff  Thus, to academic nationalist, the tracing back of difference between the various national 

spirit ss to brain functions is a tempting challenge as theories on the working of the brain offer 

"scientific ""  explanations for  the differences between Us and Them and form an holistic link 

betweenn the (materially anchored) brain and the (mental) spirit 

TaxonomieTaxonomie Constraints and Yin-Yang Types 

Thee following example of the taxonomie techniques used by Nishibe Susumu, a former  Tokyo 

Universityy Professor  in Social 
15.15. Nishibe's Objective Cultural Categories: 

flexibleflexible collectivism 

reciprocall  individualism 

equal l 

uniform m 

adaptivee voluntary 

compulsion n 

competition n 

democratic c 

bureaucratic c 

rigidrigid  collectivism 

atomisticc individualism 

sceptical l 

free e 

intellectual l 

voluntary y 

cognizance e 

cooperation n 

autocratic c 

anarchical l 

Economics,, shows how a taxonomy 

takess the author  hostage of the 

author.522 Although Nishibe is critical 

off  simple dualities, he introduces 

another,, more sophisticated, but similar 

taxonomyy with a symbolic 

differentiation ,, reminiscent of the Yin 

Yangg principles and the Theory of the 

Fivee Elements (in this case mere are 

311 According to Fang Keli, Zhang Dainian after  liberation exerted much effort in researching Chinese ancient 
philosophicall  concepts and categories. He adopted a view of "synthetic creativity"  [zonghe chuangxin SHHfcJif] , 
whichh had great influence on the academic world and received wide recognition. It represents the "correct direction of 
contemporaryy research into culture."  The teaching materials edited by the State Education Commission "Zhongguo 
Wenhuaa Oainian"  takes his views as its guiding lead, and are used at universities. Zhang was the head of the Chinese 
Philosophyy of History Association [Zhonghuo zhexue shixuehui ff'HfNÉ&N? ] before Ren Jiyu took over  the 
position.. [Fang Keli 1996] 

522 Nishibe Susumu E1982. Nishibe in his later  works applies similar  "relative"  opposites. Cf. Nishibe 
Susumuu 1993. 
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four).533 The elements are meant to be of relative value and function as a standard applicable 

too all societies. Since each culture has characteristics different from other cultures, according 

too Nishibe, we have to derive a logical scheme for explaining the traits of different cultures. 

Nishibee does this by asking the hackneyed question, how do collectivism (transmissive and 

accumulativee behaviour) and individualism (measuring and expressive behaviour) combine and 

evolve,, and possess symbolic systems relatively independent of each other?54 Nishibe [1982: 

91]]  introduces a taxonomy with the following symbolic differentiation, and applies them to 

hiss collected data from four regions: 

16.16. Nishibe's regional distribution of traits: 

Japan n 

equal l 

practical l 

cooperation n 

democracy y 

bureaucracy y 

Flexiblee collectivism 

Reciprocall  individual 

US S 

free e 

voluntary y 

competition n 

democracy y 

anarchy y 

Flexiblee collectivism 

Atomisticc individual 

Russia a 

uniform m 

adaptive e 

compulsion n 

autocracy y 

bureaucracy y 

Rigidd collectivism 

Reciprocall  individual 

Europe e 

sceptical l 

intellectual l 

cognizance e 

autocracy y 

anarchy y 

Rigidd collectivism 

Atomisticc individual 

Accordingg to Nishibe, Europe has the most internal cultural strain, which is why it has lost 

itss vigour. It is only natural that Japan has succeeded in organizing a highly developed mass-

societyy as Japan's distinctive cultural feature lies in the combination of flexible collectivism 

andd reciprocal individualism, which in the right combination enjoy a high degree of internal 

culturall  stability.55 

Thiss example of taxonomie manipulation shows how a limited conceptual 

533 Nishibe regards "Nihonism"  as an exaggerated attempt to make Japan seem peculiar. Now there is a back-
lashh in Japanology. The current criticism of this approach consists of two kinds of critique. One is to find 
individualisti cc elements in Japanese society. For  example, a sense of guilt (bachi ga ataru); horizontal structures (e.g. 
thee market); fierce competition between independent conglomerates; personal contracts and a system of majorit y 
decision.. The second way is to pick out collectivislic elements in Western societies. [Nishibe Susumu E1982: 84] . 

«« Nishibe E1982: 89. 

«ibid. ::  91. 
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schemee applied to the unit of the nation, owing to its imprecision and symbolic equivocality, 

generatess a whole range of essentialized attributes with to Japan politically favourable 

implicationss for Japan. Though Nishibe regards the meaning of the concepts used as relative, 

hee does not elaborate on the question of how, for example, an "autocratic Europe" could be 

contrastedd with a "democratic Japan." Moreover, changes in the meaning of ill-defined bipolar 

conceptss render Yin-Yang theories and the various forms of dialectical and bipolar thinking 

vulnerablee to criticism of unreliability and ambiguity. 

TheThe Taxonomie Generation of New Types of Dualities 

Especiallyy damaging to social science, however, is when bipolar concepts are both used in the 

comparativee analysis of nations and regions as methodological tool and employed in policy-

makingg as factual information at the same time, as the concepts deserve no credibility as 

instrumentss of (optimal), objective analysis. The following account of the use of bipolar 

conceptss in China concerns the ways in which the use of dualities has changed in Chinese 

historyy from (he Cultural Revolution onwards. It shows how an alteration in the tension 

betweenn the poles made possible a multiplication of classifiers, resulting in the creation of 

neww constellations of bipolar concept and the infusion of them with new historical meaning. 

Despitee the new patterns in which polarities occur in discourse and despite the decrease of 

thee tension between them, as a result of the continued deployment of similar methods of 

creatingg and solving opposites, change is limited to re-combining old patterns of conceptual 

polarities.. Even though many Chinese academics have announced the age of pluralism, and 

evenn though some scholars are truly looking forward to a future of multi-culturality, creative 

attemptss in this direction are hampered by dint of the habit of using taxonomie dualities built 

upp around the organization of nation-states and the units of East and West 

Pluralismm of thought as an academic precept used by Chinese policy-makers was 

precededd by the dictum of "the unity of opposites" during the Cultural Revolution. 

Countlesss debates were held to stress the necessary distinction between "one divides into 

two""  [yi fenwei er — ft%ZZ] and "two combined into one."56 The former maxim stood for 

strugglee and revolution, and was "proved" by science, while the latter phrase was staked 

566 Two combined into one:"  heereryi £ ~]ij— . 
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againstt it, and labelled "out-and-out bourgeois metaphysics and idealism, (see table 17)57 In 

1980,, however, it was possible to describe "two combine into one" as the 'temporary 

coexistencee of opposites in a period of quantitative change."58 Nevertheless, both were 

thoughtt to be indispensable, as the struggle between opposites (struggle from within) was 

necessaryy to generate qualitative change (revolution), while unity implied change as a result of 

externall  intervention, which could only lead to (objectionable) compromise, adjustment and 

quantitativee change (evolution). These two dimensions of change (evolution and revolution) 

weree applied to the national unit of socialist China. In the 1980s, they were replaced by other 

polarities,, such as the concepts of negative and positive feedback from systems theory. 

Appliedd to the unit of China, they depicted China as a giant project of systems-engineering. 

Duringg this time the concepts of revolution and evolution were still associated with 

capitalismm and socialism but, gradually, more culturalist definitions of East and West received 

attentionn from the broader academic public. The latter initially served in support of 

discussionss on liberalism, democracy and neo-authoritarianism, but soon were also redefined 

inn socialist culturalist terms. In the 1990s the "doctrine of the mean" created a research setting 

inn which the compromise of dualistic extremes was encouraged, the limits of which were 

definedd by the prescriptions of academic leaders. 

Thuss scientistic ideology in Revolutionary China was propelled by antagonistic 

oppositess associated with revolution (see table 17). Concepts such as class struggle, class 

division,, organizational hierarchy, equality, revolutionary leaps, universalist categories of 

materiall  essence and the infinity of the universe, the progression of the era, and the triumph 

off  the proletariat, according to this universalist ideology, were relevant to all societies. Of 

course,, China was more successful than the "free West" as it had overtaken the capitalist 

nations,, which still had a proletarian revolution ahead of them; and, China was superior to the 

S.U.,, which had fallen victim to revisionism at the hands of Khrushchev. Paradoxically, in 

577 The famous scientist Qian Sanjiang, who led research into the so-called straton-model of Sakata Shoichi 
rememberss Mao's view of the atom: "A n atom is a unity of opposites because there is the nucleus and the electrons; in 
thee nucleus there is again a unity of opposites, the protons and the neutrons. One divides into two - this is a universal 
phenomenon.. Protons, neutrons as well as electrons are also divisible [Qian Sanjiang El 977: 22] 

Cf.. Three Major Struggles on China's Philosophical Front (1949-64), Beijing: Foreign Language Press, 
1973,, p. 9. 

588 Xu Zhen [El 980]; Meng Xianjun [E1980]. Interestingly, Meng Xianjun switched to systems theory five 
yearss later. Cf. Meng Xianjun (1985). 
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orderr  for  the communist laws of history to be realized, man had to play a gigantic part in 

makingg them work properly. But as during the Cultural Revolution socialist man was 

delineatedd as extremely malleable, optimistic excitement about the capacity of China radiated 

fromm the headlines of newspaper  propaganda59 After  the arrest of the Gang of Four  and 

Mao'ss death, in 1976, however, the dualities that had emerged during the Cultural Revolution 

weree to be remoulded to fit  the new policies of reform. 

17.17. Categoric polarity in mainstream propaganda during the Cultural Revolution: antagonistic contradictions*» 

Revolution n 
Socialismm (Chinese) 

yy of Practice and Theory, based on 
practicall  experience 
-- dialectical materialism, precedence of 
matterr over mind 

ee universe 
-wisdomm of the masses, mass-
mobilisation n 
-quantityy for all 

nn to the masses 
-inheritablee class traits 

Absolutee Contradiction.» 
-onee divides in two (primacy of division) 

ee material world, ainti-
Einsteiniann "relativism" 
-absolutee laws of change 
-classs contradictions 
-constructionn through destruction, equality 
off  the people 

Emnhwriss on qualitative chamie 
-quantumm leaps 
-vibrant t 
-malleabilityy of man and nature 

-precedencee of will-power 
-developmentt through struggle 
-classs contamination 

Evolution n 
Capitalistt  road 

Bourgeoiss intellectual grienM/friiratin n 
-divisionn between practice and theory, based 
onn theoretical speculation 
-capitalist/revisionistt ideology 

-boundedd universe 
-bourgeoiss ideology, individualism and 
science e 
-qualityy for a few 
-Individuall  interests 
-classs privilege by birth 

Relativee ClmtraHirtion a 
-twoo combine into one (shared identity) 

 objective knowledge; relativity-theory 
 statistics (chance) 
 exploitation (quasi-harmony) 
 accumulation of capitalist knowledge 

EmnhmriBB on «quantitative rhsnô  
-sloww change, "harmony" 
-dying g 
-stubbornlyy holding on to selfish interests 
-revisionist t 
-gradual,, peaceful change 
-exploitation,, competition 

Inn the new paradigm of academic nationalism, emphasis has shifted from antagonistic 

»» Cf. Munro [1977]. 

«>> Cf. Sleeboom [1989]. 
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contradictionss to a balance between quality and quantity, theory and practice, evolution and 

revolution,, competition and cooperation, individual gain and collective effort Some concepts, 

suchh as "mass-mobilisation" disappeared from the standard vocabulary of propaganda, and 

conceptss of diplomatic negotiation and interdependence appeared on the official political 

scene.. After 1978, intellectuals, the former "stinking-ninth-category,"61 began to contribute 

too the discussion on how to catch up with the scientifically advanced world by formulating 

theirr ideas in a combination of Maoist jargon, "Western" scientific theoretical concepts and 

futuristicc visions of a strong China.62 The following lists of "relative contradictions" 

representt some main themes of speculation and discussion on the growth of scientific 

knowledge,, ways to stimulate and develop it, and how to catch up with the rest of the world. 

Suchh discussions led to attempts at formulating new policies in terms of old dualistic 

concepts.. As the reforms had led to more room for academic debate, fresh opposition had 

comee about. Instead of meekly accepting officially acknowledged "opposites," reformists 

triedd to counterbalance politically correct theory with their own opposition. Consequently, 

twoo negative examples evolved in academic debate, instead of just one: the period of cultural 

revolution,, which was regretted by both conservatives and reformists, and capitalism (or the 

imperialistt West), which was opposed by, especially, conservative Marxists. The fact that 

officiall  ideology in the 1980s possessed one Them and one Other (Them of the present: the 

powerfull  capitalist West; and the Other of the past: the Cultural Revolution) provided a 

fertilee ground for discussion, in particular among "pro-democracy" reformers, who did not 

onlyy call for a re-evaluation of the Cultural Revolution but also for an official denunciation of 

thee Great Leap Forward [1958-61] and the anti-rightist campaign,63 "Conservatives," who 

upheldd a more orthodox, bureaucratic Marxism and only conceded to gradual socialist 

611 The other  categories, all enemies of the revolution, are landlords, rich farmers, counterrevolutionaries, bad 
elements,, rightists, renegades, hostile agents, and unscrupulous capitalists. The, added, "nint h stinking category"  was 
rehabilitatedd in 1977 by Deng Xiaoping. 

6262 The works in the Chinese bibliography marked "* "  belong to this genre of the scientific planning of a 
futur ee in which science would play a major  role. Although such works especially flourished in the latter  half of the 
1980s,, many works on science management can still be found and are regarded as politically important to the 
developmentt  of scientific knowledge and its application. 

633 The Anti-Rightist s Campaign nipped in the bud the Hundred Flower  movement [Double Hundred] [1957], 
whenn Mao encouraged competition between a hundred schools of thought and called for  intellectuals to criticize the 
Communistt  Party. The Great Leap Forward was an attempt by Mao to heighten economic productivit y through mass 
organizationn and revolutionary will . Exaggerated reports on the success of the radical collectivization of peasants into 
"people'ss communes"  and the large scale decentralization of industry led to widespread famine. 
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reforms,, were not prepared to make any such denunciation. 

18.18. Official views of the Cultural Revolution, the West and China in the 1980s: two negative referents complicated 

thethe creation of a dialectical unity of dualistic pairs in 1980s' cosmologies64 

Cultura ll  Revolution 

Chaos s 

Closedd system 

Anarchy y 

Relationss of Production 

Redness s 

Collectivee decision and 
assignment/ / 
egalitarianism m 

Learnn from practice/ the 
workers s 

Proletariann science 

Politicss takes charge of 
science/noo social 
science e 

Mass-line e 

Backwardd science 

Quantityy of the 
population n 

Subjectivee values 

Proletariann culture 

West/capitalism m 

Laww of nature (West): 

Openn system 

So-calledd democracy 

Capitalistt forces of 
production n 

Expertise e 

Mobilityy of talent 
throughh capitalist 
market/competition n 

Scientificc freedom 

Normall  science 
(Kuhnian) ) 

Technicall  over-
specialisation n 
off  scientific fields 

Monopolized d 
communicationn systems, 
monopolized d 

Advancedd science 

Analysis s 

Subjectivityy and science 
ledd by capitalism 

Nature e 

China a 

Order r 

Partlyy open system 

Democraticc Centralism 

Stresss on forces of 
productionn and 
management t 

Expertisee and Redness 

Dynamicc control by a 
mixx of market and 
assignment/ / 
meritocracyy & 
competition n 

Centrall  planning of 
scientificc development 

Scientificc revolutions 

Integrationn of social 
and d 
naturall  science 

Controll  of 
informationn systems 

Stimulationn of science 

Quantityy & quality of 
thee population 

Synthesiss and analysis 

Socialistt objective 
truth h 

Culture e 

*++ These characterizations are based on propaganda and official policy. I am aware I run the risk of being 
accusedd of creating ideal-types or  stereo-types, but do not know how else to illuminat e the issue of polarities in 
academicc nationalism. Though official policies have changed since the implementation of the reforms, the main gist of 
officiall  propaganda, academic policies nave remained See the academic yearbooks of CASS [Zhongguo Shehuri 
Kexueyuann Nianjian, Beijing: Zhongguo Shehui Kexue Chubanshe]. 
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Thee emphasis on free debate in science together with a disagreement among leaders and 

scholarss on the pace of the reforms and the choice of developmental models generated a 

greaterr diversity of views on society, despite academic suppression during the Campaign 

againstt Spiritual Pollution and the Anti-Bourgeois Liberalism movement It influenced the 

directionn of academic debate. Virtually all academic arguments in the social sciences were 

expressedd in nationalist terms. Whether in favour of a prosperous democratic China, a Greater 

Confucian-socialistt China, or a Socialist Chinese power, all were determined to make China 

strongg and proud in terms of their own ideology. The various views scholars had on 

internationall  relations and on China served to further the political interests of the self-

appointedd representatives of China at home in their competition for political power. 

Especiallyy in the 1980s, when topics such as democracy, human rights, freedom, 

markett economy, private management, foreign luxury goods, romance and making money 

weree either taboo or politically sensitive, and were not given"socialist" contents yet, 

scientificc models were used to express and vent various political views, of which some were 

politicallyy incorrect Frequently favoured theoretical models were found in Von Bertalanfity 's 

"Generall  Systems Theory" and Prigogine's "dissipative structure" theory, Soft Science, the 

Threee C's (communication, computer & control), information science, cybernetics and 

systemss theory.65 On a practical level, such theories were to provide solutions to problems 

off  coordination and perceived chaos. Politically, the interpretation of these theories began to 

fil ll  the ideological and epistemological gaps left by some, perceived as, out-dated Marxist 

633 Qian Xuesen, the introducer  of cybernetic theory into China, and a staunch advocate of systems theory in 
thee 1980s, believed that as the industry of creating socialist spiritual wealth is socialized, there must be a technique for 
itss organization and administration: this is systems engineering (Cf. Qian Xuesen, Xu Quozhi and, Wang Shouyun: 
"Th ee Technique of Organization and Administration - Systems Engineering", WenhuiBao, September  27, 1978, pp. 1, 
4).. Different departments and organizations called for  different fields of systems engineering. Qian himself had 
undertakenn studies of educational and personnel systems engineering ["Organizatio n and Administratio n of Scientific 
andd Technological Research and Systems Engineering in Scientific Research,"  Xitong Gongcheng yu Kexue Gwudi 
(Systemss Engineering and Scientific Adminstration), No. 1, 1980, p. 1; "Socialist Systems Engineering in the 
Trainin gg and Employment of Personnel,''  (Red Bag), No. 2, 1982, p. 19] and research systems engineering 
["Energeticall yy Develop Systems Engineering, Rapidly Establish the System of the Science of SystematizatioQ," 
GuangmingGuangming Ribao (Ouangming daily), November  10, 1979, p. 2]. Qian regards the Ministrie s of Culture and of 
Broadcastingg and Television quite capable of using artistic systems engineering to organize and administer  their  work 
Whil ee the "Second Symposium on educational Cybernetics in China"  (July 1981) presented views on the three aspects 
off  the subject control of educational process; the process of education itself; and, the conduct of teaching and learning. 
Ass for  science and technology, the philosophy of science deals with the system of science and technology, the 
capacityy of modern science and technology and the relationship between social progress and technology. Finally, 
literature ,, journalism, physiological culture, and informatics should also be studied in relation to the enterprise of 
creatingg socialist spiritual wealth. [Qian Xuesen 1983: 17-26] 
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theories.. For  example, they provided new insights on how to run society and supplied 

cosmologiess mat could explain the nature and laws of the universe; guidelines were deduced 

fromfrom  these newly discovered principles on how to conduct science and how to organize the 

academicc community.66 New dialectical opposites [see table 19, below] were used to create a 

philosophicall  framework based on systems-theory, cybernetics and information-theory, 

which,, according to Song Jian (the former  head of the State Commission for Science and 

Technology)) was symbiotically related to the technological revolution.67 Though such issues 

belongedd to the (in other  countries) politically relatively irrelevant discipline of philosophy, 

inn China philosophy and abstract (but political) discussions on the "science of science" 

[kexuee de kexue ft$ftft$],  soft-science [man kexue , the history of science [kexue 

dee lishi ft#fi*fJSj&],  and the philosophy of science [kexue de zhexue ft^ftfê^]  were 

viewedd as essential to bom the integration of modern scientific developments into Marxism-

Leninism-Maoo Zedong Thought, and the four  modernizations of Chinese society.68 

Thee following dualities were posed as relative contradictions intrinsi c to the 

666 According to Xu Jimin (1966), the evolution laws of science and technology could facilitate the 
developmentt  of certain branches of science by stimulating them. An analysis of the development of science from 1620 
too 1940 had shown the occurence of a high and low climax every 35,6 years. Such laws of fluctuation also reflect 
economicc and social developments. ] [50-8] Systems theory would serve as a synthesis for  integrating all social and 
naturall  science, which, in their  turn, would exert formative influence on information theory, cybernetics, 
econometrics,, communication theory and anthropology. [65-71] Similar  approaches of studies of science include the 
politico-philosophicall  works of Sun Xianyuan 1982; Zha Ruqiang El 982; Ma Minj u 1983; Sun Fayang and Ye 
Dunpingg 1986; Ii n Jingyao 1984; Wu Jiaxiang 1986; U Qingzhen 1986; Zhang Zhenxian 1987; Liu Xiaocheng 1986; 
Chenn Siyi 1986; Hu Sheng E1987. [Many works on systems theory can be found among the science-management 
literatur ee marked "* "  in the Chinese bibliography] 

«?? Li Baoheng 1985: 3. 

««Accordingg to Qian Xuesen, (Marxist) philosophy is a bridge between human knowledge of the world and the 
tenn sciences [Qian Xuesen 1989]: 

Phjlosophjca]]  brid K Bnmch of «xenc* 
naturall  dialectics science (engineering technology) 
historicall  materialism social science (social technology) 
mathematicall  philosophy mathematical science 
systemss theory systems science 
epistemologyy science of thought 
cosmologyy science of the human body 
aestheticss art theory 
militar yy philosophy militar y science 
sociall  theory sciences of behaviour 
geographicall  philosophy geography 

Qiann and Sun Kaifei [1988] define culture as constituting 13 subjects, that, they claim, show a direct relationship 
betweenn Marxist philosophy and culture: education; science and technology; literatur e and art; news and publication, 
advertisementt  and Lv.; physical education; libraries; museums and science and technology museums; archeological and 
botanicc parks; travel; the study of flowers, birds, insects and fish; haute cuisine; mass organizations; and, religion. 
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developmentt of both society and science. They concern questions of political coordination, 

thee need to resolve problems raised as a result of "opening China to the outside world" [dui 

waii  kaifang JtfHTf Sfc], and those associated with the chaos during the "anarchic period of 

Culturall  Revolution*' blamed on the "Gang of Four." 

19.19. A technocratic establishment-view on realizing the unity of opposite* in the 1980sfi9 

Closedd system [Cultura l Revolution] 

Horizontall  interaction [egalitarianism] 
[Cultura ll  Revolution] 

Analyticall  research [W]* 

Autonomouss sub-systems (economy, 
administration,, agriculture, education,) 

Implementationn into sub-systems 

Negativee feedback (temporary and 
conditionall  adjustment) [evolution] [W] * 

Practicee [Cultura l Revolution] 

Corruption ,, spiritual pollution [Wj * 

Informatio nn exchange [W]* 

Chaoss [Cultura l Revolution] 

Materiall  evolution [W]* 

Openn system 

Verticall  coordination hierarchic 
structures s 

Syntheticall  policy 

Holisticc systems' management 
(totalit yy of macro-structures) 

Flexiblee planning 

Positivee feedback (unconditional 
andd irreversible development) [revolution] 

Theoreticall  simulation models 

Sociall  ethics 

Controll  of information 

Order r 

Organisational/scientific c 
revolution n 

interpretedd as essentially Western 

Thiss list of dualities shows a mixture of elements central to and frequently discussed 

inn academic works on, for instance, dialectical materialism, ethics, politics and theories on 

systems,, information and control.70 The elements in the table are presented as pairs waiting 

too be united by the reform policies, designed by various academics. Each pair forms a duality 

off  which the right element is newly introduced and in the lead. This arrangement is a result of 

dualistt thinking in which there is a subject and an object of control. The right side of the 

schemee shows the active subject, the left side the passive object of political control; the left 

699 These dualities can be located in the works of hundred of academics, but the works of conservative Marxist 
scientists,, such as China's introducer  of cybernetics Qian Xuesen, the physicist He Zuoxiu, and that of the philosopher 
Zhaa Ruqiang, were most representative of the conservative part of the "establishment."  while the works of researchers 
patronizedd by Premier  Zhao Ziyang in the 1980s, such as Yu Guangyuan, Xu Liangying, Fan Dainian, Jin Wulun, Li 
Xingmin,, Jin Ouantao represented the reformist/liberal branch of these technocratic dualist approaches. 

700 For  a list of works discussing these themes, see the works in the Chinese bibliography, marked "*" . 
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sidee lags behind the right  side in time: the left-hand poles are deduced from the right  column. 

Thee right  column is the initiator , controller, organiser, planner, and coordinator  of material 

evolutionn by means of organisational revolution. The left follows, adapts, absorbs and 

embroiderss the patterns designed by the complementary right  side. Interestingly, this 

arrangementt  reveals items on the left that must be cured by those on the right  The left 

columnn contains elements mat in academic nationalism are associated with the West (W) and 

withh the Cultural Revolutioa Many elements on the right  derive from foreign theories on 

managementt  and information, but are slightly redefined so as to fit a dialectical, holistic, or 

socialistt  cosmology. All three cosmologies derive and proceed from an "invisible "  centre of 

controll  and planning, as the "one in control*'  of the dualities in Yin-yang dialectics is a 

unanimouss academic director. 

Comparedd to former  models of antagonistic opposites, the current ones are 

moree variegated and sophisticated. Now, at least three sources are deployed in the activity of 

unitingg dualities, resulting in a redistributio n of elements and an addition of new ones. The left 

handd side, which includes backward and negative phenomena, has become a mixtur e of 

elementss that are normally associated with the West [W] and with the Cultural Revolution. 

Thoughh agreement prevails on the need for  integrating the right  column with the left and its 

leadingg role over  the left, disagreement exists over  the interpretation of the concepts, then-

applicationn and origin. Depending on the faction in power  and the method of realizing the 

neww synthesis, disputes on the origin of the elements on the left varied. Although, in general, 

chaoss was seen as a result of "leftist" - extremism, communism, or  Western infiltrators , the 

dualitiess quoted in the tables above embody various political meanings and were interpreted 

differently .. Here, I present some technocratic, holistic, and leftist interpretations of these 

dualities,, and of the nation by well-known scholars: Qian Xuesen and Sun Kaifei, the 

philosopherr  Jin Wulun, and the famous historian Zhang Dainiaa 

AA Technocratic Variety of Bipolar Manipulation 

Thee femous leading scientist, Qian Xuesen, throughout the 1980s, explicitly stressed the 

leadingg role of science and technology in the rise of the nation,71 and encouraged the co-

711 Serving science and technology and the rise of the nation: wei keji xingguofiiwu A$H$^HP& . 
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operationn between the natural and social sciences.72 When facing the future, Qian 

recommendedd not only keeping an eye on military matters but also on "synthetic national 

power/*733 which apart from military matters includes politics, economics, science and 

technology,, education, and socialist thought74 "Establishment socialist thought" referred to 

thee Marxist world-view and scientific theory, belief and ethics, a socialist concept of the 

publicc and the political system, which all were to serve the interests of the people. "Socialist 

thought""  meant possessing a sacrificing spirit and a communist working attitude, inspired by 

socialistt patriotism and universalism. The cultural sciences, Qian maintained, were to engage 

inn the task of establishing socialist culture and generating academic knowledge about the 

creationn of a rich socialist spirit75 Cultural science was not meant to replace all former 

studies,, such as pedagogy, science, culture and art but it was to synthesize them.76 Qian and 

Sunn Kaifei proposed to scientifically engineer education as an internally interrelated whole of 

sciencee and technology,.literature and art, broadcast and tv., physical health and hygiene, 

masss culture and recreatioa77 

Inn 1989, Qian Xuesen, Sun Kaifei, and Yu Jingyuan, three academic giants, were 

mobilizedd to put the minds of political dissenters straight on the nature of science, socialism 

andd society.78 The three acclaimed the Nation as an open, particularly complex giant system, 

ass its subsystems constitute conscious, living people. From a macro point of view, the three 

explain,, this system has three fundamental social aspects: the social form of the economy 

(methodss of production), the social form of politics (state power) and the social form of 

TCTC For  Qian Xuesen, see note 65 and 68 [VI] . 

733 Comprehensive national power  zonghe guoli JS^S A. 
744 Qian Xuesen [1988] at the celebration of 30 years of the Chinese Science Association [Zhongguo Kexie ff3 

B**I . . 
733 Qian Xuesen and Sun Kaifei [1988]. 
766 For  example, in education it would be possible to start earlier  with the cultivation of theoretical thought 

andd bring forward the age of entering school to 4 years of age, speeding up education, so that students could acquire 
theirr  M.A, degree at the age of 18. Furthermore, following the development of electronics, in future the difference 
betweenn head and hand labour  will disappear, and all citizens will attain an M.A. degree. It is a systems engineering 
projectt  of the cultural environment. [Qian Xuesen E1983] 

777 Qian Xuesen &  Sun Kaifei 1988. 
788 Qian Xuesen, Sun Kaifei, Yu Jingyuan [1989]. 
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consciousnesss (systems of thought and culture).79 Though social science has been revived 

duringg the Thir d Plenum of the 11th NPC, according to the authors, it is different from the 

sociall  science prevalent in capitalist society, and could be called the social-systems study of 

Marxistt  social-science. According to the three, the leadership of social science is taken by 

Marxistt  philosophy, while general academic research is the task of Marxist sociology; under 

itt  follow the three great branch sciences of economic, political and spiritual civilization. The 

authorss express the hope that social scientists wil l struggle to form an alliance with the 

sciences,, as the establishment of the three civilizations are interconnected and form an organic 

whole.. If they do not develop in coordination, the three argue, it will hinder  the establishment 

andd development of society, create a great loss, and cause the entire social system to 

degeneratee from order  into chaos and turmoil . For  this reason "we"  must employ systems-

sciencee theory for  researching thee establishment of the three great civilizations and their  links 

toto science.80 

Capitalistt  civilization, according to Qian, Sun and Yu, is not the ideal form of 

civilization,, nor  is it the highest stage of the development of civilization. After  only a century 

off  bitter  struggle and groping in the dark, according to the authors, China has found the truth 

inn scientific socialism. Capitalism was a big step forward in human civilization, the three 

believe,, for  the social wealth it produced could have easily satisfied the welfare needs of all 

societies,, but this is exactly what it has not done. As a result, according to the three, 

uncivilizedd phenomena such as poverty, hunger, stupidity, apathy, moral deterioration, 

aggressivee protest, cruel murder, violent robbery, theft, rape, and pornography, still exist in 

thee capitalist West Even though the development of production forces has made progress, 

thee conditions of labour  have improved, and some democratic progress has been made, the 

fundamentall  grounds for  the continued power-monopoly by a minorit y are private property 

andd class struggle, class exploitation and class suppression. Socialist communism must 

achievee a higher  level of human civilization. The three concede mat mistakes have been made 

inn the course of the process of establishing socialism: mere were misunderstandings over  the 

importantt  role of the productive forces; and, some people neglected material civilization and 

799 Ibid : 1-2. 

ww Ibid : 3 
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politicalpolitical civilization, overemphasizing ideological civilization. Furthermore, the influence of 

"Leftist""  thought caused the one-sided criticism of traditional culture and Western capitalist 

culture,, while scientific culture did not develop fast enough. Besides, objectively seen, 

Westernn capitalism had a 400-500 year head start since the Enlightenment, during which it 

hadd ample chance to develop. China, however, has had to deal with more than 2.000 years of 

feudalismm and socialist reforms in China has started only 30 years ago.81 

Next,, die three argue against the possibility of turning around on the Nation's path of 

developmentt once it has set foot on the socialist road Its evolution is uni-directional, they 

maintain,, and its ways of dealing with social problems, i.e., dialogue, are superior to the 

methodss used in other countries, such as violent demonstrations and strikes. Thus, the 

suggestionn that China is in need of a "capitalist bi-cameral multi-party system" is rejected.82 

Itt is a step forward only, compared to feudal autocracy, and history cannot look back when it 

iss on the road of progress. And as China is progressing on the socialist road, and as it has 

alreadyy chosen for the leadership of the CCP with multi-party cooperation, there is no need 

too look back. Even though non-democratic political incidents have occurred in the past, the 

threee maintain, these were not related to problems in the nature of socialism. The three 

thereforee criticize proponents of an immediate realization of a highly developed democracy, 

thee implementation of people's self-government, and absolute freedom. In practice, they 

argue,, the establishment of democracy can not be realized in one go. Some people seriously 

wantt to obtain the right [freedom] to strike and demonstrate, and to boycott school classes. 

This,, they argue, is not the realization of political civilization. It is a mode of self-expression 

stemmingg from the old society, in which the broad masses of the people did not enjoy any 

politicall  freedom. They had no choice but to strike, boycott classes, demonstrate or use 

violencee for protesting against class struggle. The three therefore recommend the use of more 

civilizedd ways to solve internal contradictions between the people under socialism: practice 

provess that setting up a social dialogue is a good method The past of a few socialist countries 

[referringg especially to Poland's Solidarinosk] has shown, according to the three, that means 

suchh as that of striking, boycott, and demonstration, or the use of violence are not only 

sii  Ibid: 6-7. 

«22 ibid.: 8. 
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unsuitablee for  solving problems but always cause serious crises in the Nation's political and 

economicc life.83 

Onn the other  hand, the three also argue against neo-authoritarianism. Especially the 

prefixx of "neo"  [xin] has drawn their  attention. They argue that the CCP is the core power  of 

thee Chinese leadership already. Therefore it only speaks for  itself that it is the main centre of 

authority .. Besides, the CCP proceeds from Marxist epistemology which affirm s that 

leadershipp decisions are based on the practice of the broad masses of the people. Thus, the 

Partyy follows the mass-line:84 it first learns from the people, then it summarizes their 

experience,, and lastly, it generalizes it into political work directives. The three call this the 

dialecticall  unity of democracy and centralization. If the party makes a mistake, it tries to 

correctt  i t It does not set up new authorities or  hold general elections: under  socialism in its 

firstt  stage, the broad masses lack knowledge and have a low level of "culture," 85 so they can 

nott  directly participate in parliamentary politics, and manage state affairs; on the other  hand, 

becausee national afiairs are numerous and complex, no leader  can decide about them by 

relyingg only on his own wisdom or  power, but must rely on reports and spokesmen. The 

latterr  require relatively highly educated representatives of the people, and think-tank s on all 

levelss of the political adminstration that employ the methods of social-systems engineering.86 

Thee three seem to use reasonable arguments against the extremes of both the political 

"left ""  and the political right  But as will be argued below, this Road of the Mean in academic 

nationalismm is the perfect compromise to the one who makes it, that is, the one who defines 

thee extremes and creates a predesigned compromise, presented as a sound, moderate and 

reasonablee solution, the necessary outcome of dialectical laws. In academic nationalism, the 

compromisee between political views is made by defining the objectionable features of 

opponentss as "extremes"  and placing oneself in the centre: the reasonable mean. Such tactical 

wayy of argumentation gives the impression of a profound understanding of Others: a list of 

associationss can directly be mobilized in favour  of one's rejection of Other  views, but, in feet, 

aree only picked from hackneyed lists of bipolar  dualities. They are standardized, daily-used 

öö Ibid. : 8. 
844 For  mass-line, seee also index. 
833 Here culture is more aptly interpreted as education. 

8«« Ibid : 8-9. 
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prejudicess manipulated in the course of political argument It is the dictatorship of dialectics. 

AA Holistic Variety of Bipolar Manipulation Based on "Western " Science 

Jinn Wulun, a liberal academic and holistic thinker, has rather varied and mild views. But Jin 

cann not avoid essentializations of China and the West either. Jin, a student of Yu Guangyuan, 

inn the middle of the 1980s, had attacked the conservative Marxist views of Zha Ruqiang and 

Hee Zuoxiu.87 At the time, his arguments and those of his opponents were couched in a 

877 Jin Wulun in the mid-1980s in Guangming Daily [OMRB] had launched an attack on Zha's views on the 
questionn of the infinit e divisibilit y of matter. In the December  1985 issue of Studies in Philosophy, he had argued that 
thee literal interpretation of the infinit e divisibilit y of matter  (according to which each level of "fundamental particle" 
wouldd have to be a composite of smaller  particles) was a survival of Hegelian metaphysical dialectics and incompatible 
withh Engels's views. [Mille r  1996: 161-2] The heart of his thought is holism. In his "New Theory of the Divisibilit y 
off  Matter"  (1988), he criticized the theory of "infinit e divisibility "  [wuxian kefenlun ^ER^friè ] and proposed the 
vieww of the "latent and manifest"  structure of matter  [qianzun - xianxian lfc# _ MSB]. The view is based on the concept 
off  "emergence"  [shengcheng *fejftj - He emphasizes the production of matter, transition and destruction, which is 
differentt  from Western traditional structuralism. Structuralism emphasizes the disintegration and reintegration of 
elements,, and elements are considered to be infinitel y divisible. The infinit e divisibilit y of physics derives from the 
mechanicistt  metaphysics of matter  in classical physics, and is not dialectical. Jin instead bases his philosophy on 
quantumm philosophy. He strongly believes that holism is the solution to the opposition between "stientism"  and 
"humanism.""  Additionally , he recommends a globalist view point as problems such a the ecological crisis are of a 
globall  nature. [Fang Keli &  Wang Qishui 1995TJ: 503-4 ] 

Hee Zuoxiu had joined the debate on the true nature of the universe in early 1987, just after  he had praised Yu 
Ouangyuann for  apposing Stalin's view on"Issues in Marxism and Linguistics"  thatt  science had class nature. He Zuoxiu 
hadd asked Yu in 1961 whether  it was true that on the basis of Stalin's analysis of linguistics one could conclude that 
sciencee had or  had not a class nature. Yu answered that though Stalin says that the superstructure reflects the base, 
sciencee reflects the natural world, and that science and linguistics can be at the service of the proletariat, but also of the 
Bourgeoisie.. [He Zuoxiu 1986] As a Party scientist, bis views in the Party paper  Red Flag began to intensify the debate. 
Hee had spoken out in the post-Mao period on the validity of the theory of matter's infinit e divisibilit y as early as 1978 
andd had taken a personal interest in research that might weaken Copenhagen interpretations of quantum mechanics in 
favourr  of the "hidden variable"  theories. In the spring of 1987 the Red Flag published his indirect critiqu e of Fang 
Lizhi.Lizhi. In defending the view that the universe is infinite, He particularl y criticized the new model developed by Stephen 
Hawking,, which Fang had taken up in 1984, and attacked the view that the inflationar y cosmology model allows for 
thee possibility that the universe was "created out of nothing"  [Cf. Miller  1996]. 

Thee debate continued in force between Oct 1987 and March 1988. He Zuoxiu in the October  Red Flag argued 
forr  the importance of the role of philosophy guiding science, indirectly attacking Dong Guangbi's view that 
philosophyy must "defend"  science without "judging "  it, and Fang Lizhi' s view on the retreat of philosophy from 
science.. He also criticized articles by Fang Lizhi and Wu Quosheng against extending the second law of 
thermodynamicss to the entire universe [He Zuoxiu 1987a/b] In the same month in Studies in Natural Dialectics he 
criticizedd Jin Wulun for  not recognizing that the law of the unity of opposites worked in the same way in the strong 
forcee binding quarks into mesons and larger  particles. Jin Wulun responded to He Zuoxiu in the May 1988 Studies in 
NaturalNatural Dialectics. He quoted Thomas Kuhn's work in arguing that major  advances in science involved the overthrow 
off  old research tradition s in favour  of new ones, also fundamental concepts, such as those of one-and ten-dimensional 
stringg theory. He also published a book which traced the origins of the theory of infinit e divisibilit y and laid out in 
detaill  the problems he believed contemporary science presented [Jin Wulun 1988] In the March 1988 issue of the 
BulletinBulletin  of Natural Dialectics, He Zuoxiu took issue with Xu Liangying's lecturing of Zha, distancing himself from the 
categoryy debate, and pointed out to Xu that the "finit e but unbounded"  [youxian er  wubian WRffift& U concept of the 
universee does not necessarily rule out the existence of a higher-dimensional space into which the "finite , but 
unbounded""  space is expanding. Inflationar y cosmology was predicated on that possibility, he said, noting that there 
mayy be as many as 10s0 or  even 102000 "metagalaxies." 

Thoughh the debate calmed down during the Tiananmen demonstration its revival turned its attention to the 
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similarr  dialectic of poles, discussing the infinit e divisibilit y of matter  and infinit y of the 

universe.. Jin argued for  a holistic solution, and found his answers in a quantum view of the 

universe.888 His quantum view was scorned by his opponents as it argued for  the intrinsi c 

subjectivityy of the observer  and the relativit y of matter. According to He, for  example, such 

viewss are compatible neither  with a class point of view, nor  with dialectical materialism. 

Onn the holistic path, Jin fortifie d his argument on the inherent interconnection of 

thingss and events with the introduction and translation of Bell's theorem.89 Bell's theorem 

ledd to eery debates about whether  we have to discard the concepts of an independent 

observerr  and an independent reality. Other, similar, debates concerned the question of 

whetherr  the moon exists when one can not see i t 90 According to Jin, (Western) 
viewss of He Zuoxra. He Znoxin and Zha Ruqiang criticized Xu Liangying from their  narrower  Marxism-Leninism and its 
monisticc hegemony over  the structure of knowledge. Though they shared Xu's hostility toward the anti-scientific 
trendss emerging from the "cultur e fever"  of the latter  half of the 1980s, their  views tended more toward cultural 
conservatismm than the cultural cosmopolitanism that Xo espoused He rebutted Xu's criticism of the regime's utilitaria n 
sciencee policies. Citing from the works of Marx, Engels, and Deng, He concluded Xu's divorce of science from its 
practicall  consequences was illogical and "unscientific."  [Mille r  1996: 213-4] 

8»» Jin's holistic view of emergence draws on "scientifi c proof"  found , for  instance, in Beta-decay (radiation 
comess from the nuclear  core, but in the core there are only neutrons and protons, no electrons. There must be latent 
electricityy in the core, which gets excited (activated) under  certain circumstances); in the locations of photons 
(photonss are not located in electrons: they only appear  as a result of the clash between nuclei or  electrons, even though 
theyy can be regarded as elementary particles); in the concept of vacuum in quantum field theory (all particles are excited 
statess of vacuum, but we cannot say that they are constitutive parts of vacuum. Therefore they are a potential form of 
being,, in vacuum fields); and, in the life sciences (a seed of a tree does not contain stems, leaves, and so on. Therefore 
seedss must be potential forms of existence). [Jin Wulun 1994: 59] 

899 Bell's theorem says: Every local determinist theory measuring the path of two in the system of widely 
separatedd particles has a similar  (determinist) result But in reality this result is not realized. This is because the 
relationrelation between the group of events is much stronger  than the local determinist theory allows between the two 
separatee events. [Jin Wulun 1991] What is more, the strong relationship between the particles is predicted precisely by 
quantumm theory. It seems that the determinist theory is rejected now, even though there is no method yet for  describing 
thee precise evolution of a single particle. 

9090 The "moon issue"  ]yueUang wenti BÜHM  ] is a hot issue in quantum physics and has implications for  the 
validit yy of the basic principles of materialism. In some highly regarded academic journals [e.g. Zhexue yanftu, Shehm 
kexue]kexue] a fierce debate started on the "moon issue"  in the late-1980s. The issue of the moon is used as a metaphor  for 
explainingg the problem of the complementary principl e in quantum theory, from which some conclude that the 
knowing/observingg subject can not achieve objective knowledge of quanta as a result of the mutual influence of 
measuringg tools and the object Here the intertwined relationship between the measuring instruments and the object 
causedd both to be regarded as the object Bohr  therefore characterized this relation as "th e fundamental holistic nature of 
quantumm phenomena."  Now the more complex version of the moon-question becomes: "when no one sees the object, 
thatt  is unrelated to the activity of observers, does it exist?" 

Usuallyy Jin Ouantao [1988] and Wang Zhenwu [1988] are regarded as the initiator s of the moon-debate. Ou 
Zuxuee [1990] accuses Wang Zhenwu and Jin Ouantao of coming to the wrong ontological conclusions based by way of 
invalidd epistemologtcal argument For  example, Wang Zhenwu concludes that "figurativel y speaking, classical 
physicistss draw a still-lif e sketch, while quantum physicists paint a self-portrait which runs counter  to the traditional 
conceptt  of universal existence being independent of subject"  Jin Ouantao goes a step further  by claiming that 
materialismm has been falsified as 'the moon really does not exist when nobody looks at it' . It is an idealist fallacy to 
concludee that being is dependent on the subject only because observation results are dependent upon the subjective 
meanss of measurement 

Zengg Yongshou [1993], a dialectical materialist argues that we must realize that knowledge is human 
knowledge,, not that of individuals or  animals. If one person can not see the moon, then someone else must inform that 
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constructivismm leans towards the analysis of inert states, while (Eastern) theories, which 

proceedd from the concept of emergence, stress dynamic processes. To prove his holistic 

point,, Jin cites thinkers left-right-and-centre: Engels warned against paying lip service to the 

ideaa that all things change, including the concepts reflected in our mind; Toffier said the West 

personn of its existence. Moreover, one can observe moonlight or  in other  ways use information to prove the existence 
off  the moon. The moon's objective existence has already been proved, and certainly does not revolve around the earth 
justt  because people decide that they want it to. Zeng believes that the issues of the moon and that of determinism are 
closelyy related as the question of the relationship between observer  and his influence on the object is central. Those 
Marxist ss who try to unite Einstein's view with that of the Copenhagen interpretation, such as Fang Yuanzheng, a 
Professorr  of philosophy in the Central Party School, Zeng calls "idealists under  a materialist guise."  Pang L1993J 
arguess that the Copenhagen school rejects mechanical determinism, not determinism. Pang believes that many people 
simplifyy and misinterpret the Copenhagen interpretation as anti-determinism and that Einstein supported determinism 
andd not mechanistic determinism, although in his thinkin g there are still some remnants of mechanistic determinism. 
Onn the basis of this false interpretation of the Copenhagen view, anti-determinism in the 20st century has become a 
veryy influential current in international philosophy. Pang regards it as "Our  task"  to obliterated this misunderstanding 
andd make a forceful counterattack against the wild attack of bourgeois ideology on Marxism 

Zengg accuses Pang of misrepresenting the positions of Einstein and the Copenhagen school, and of simply 
elaboratingg some general concepts without explaining them, especially the concepts of mechanistic determinism and 
determinism.. How can this kind of analysis, laments Zeng, form a ferocious attack against bourgeois ideology? Zeng 
pointss out the irony that Pang's attack on bourgeois ideological anti-determinism, in fact, is an out-and-out critiqu e of 
thee basic principles of Marxism. Zcng believes that the reason for  the Copenhagen school's failur e to provide a 
distinctionn between determinism and mechanical determinism is due to its agnosticism. As Einstein was a materialist, 
accordingg to Zeng, he did make this distinction. But although Einstein opposed anti-determinism, he did not deny the 
indeterminabilit yy /uncertainty of experience. His determinism therefore was relative. However, the conflict of views 
betweenn Einstein and the Copenhagen school lies in their  disagreement over  the statistic nature of reality. And it is 
exactlyy this point Pang fails to mention. 

Zhangg Huaxia's views [1991] are seen as "subjectivistic"  [1991]. Zhang disagrees with the objectivist idea 
thatt  existence is a question of measurement, and not of feelings. Zhang therefore does not agree with the assertion that 
"i ff  there is no person to see the moon, then there is no mooa**  He rather  admits that the scientific and conceptual moon 
iss not a moon limited to just one, but constitutes at least five moons: the moon of the phenomenal world that we can 
see,, the classical-physics moon that we experience in every day life; the moon in particle mechanics of the quantum 
world;;  the moon we experience empirically; and the theoretical moon. Zhang asserts that this theory is based on 
dialecticall  materialism and the thesis of subjective movement. Sun Kaifei does not agree with Zhang, and explains why 
[[  1994]. First, Zhang divides the world into a phenomenal and objective one. It is hard to believe that these two moons 
aree not the same, Sun argues. Zhang seems to employ Locke's distinction between the two natures of matter. The first 
referss to properties inherent to matter, such as weight, time-space and movement The second refers to the nature of the 
relationshipp between the material object and the human sense organs. Sun thinks that the human senses indeed are 
involvedd in smelling, tasting, and seeing, but it does not mean that we can still smell an object if it is not there. 
Conversely,, the first category properties are not observable either  if we do not use OUT senses. When the moon is 
hiddenn by the sun, this is not because our  sense organs are out of order. Second, Zhang sets classical existence against 
quantumm mechanics and separates them from objective reality. However, statistical quantum mechanics is a deepening 
off  our  knowledge of the world compared to mechaoicist classical physics. Nonetheless, quantum mechanics iss not the 
finall  truth either; it is a relative truth , just as are theories of the nano-level and complexity. Einstein who believed God 
doess not throw dice, thought that the objective world constitutes a completely deterministic order  and believed that 
mann would come to understand its rules some time in the future. Finally, Sun argues, Zhang contrasts empirical against 
theoreticall  existence, and separates the empirical from objective reality. However, there is only one criterium for  truth , 
Sunn believes: only when our  knowledge reflects objective existence it is true. In short. Sun thinks that the statement 
"i ff  no one can see the moon, there is no moon"  is subjective idealism. -

Inn academic establishment circles these debates often are related directly to notions of supporting "th e 
capitalistt  West"  or  the "socialist East."  Subjectivist views are regarded as a betrayal of dialectical materialism by 
conservativee establishment socialists. Similarly a preference for  the Copenhagen interpretation instead of so-called 
Einsteiniann materialism is politicall y incorrect, in contrast with dominant establishment views during the Cultural 
Revolution.. As argued above, many political issues of scientistic debate remain unresolved as it is unclear  exactly what 
viewss of "determinism"  are tolerated as carrying the label of "dialectical materialism."  [For  other  establishment views, 
seee He Zuoxiu 1990; Guo Hanying 1991, Sun Kaifei 1992; for  holistic and other  interpretations, see Jin Wulun 1991, 
1994;;  Liu Shuzi 1991] 
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iss specialized in the skill of "breakin g things down to zero"  (atomic xeductionism); and, Qian 

Xuesenn pointed out that we have to depart from the point of view of the whole in order  to 

solvee a problem. But unlike Qian, Jin insists that the study of chaos does not try to predict 

thee behaviour  of parts (of the whole), to control and analyze them, but rather  just regards 

themm as intimately linked with the transformation process of the whole. This view is very 

interestingg to Eastern traditional cultural thought, Jin concludes, especially that of Chinese 

culture,, as Eastern and Chinese culture have always held in high regard the theories of 

"becoming""  and holism.91 

Jinn treats China as a single actor, just as do other  academic nationalists. In contrast 

withh the three socialist authors above, however, Jin fears cultural homogenization, which he 

equatess with becoming Westernized Jin's holism is culturall y self-assertive and emphasizes 

thee difference between Us and Them from a cognitive and spiritual point of view. Jin does 

nott  ignore the homogenizing role of information technology in the process of 

"Westemization,,, but believes that information technology can save Chinese culture, as both 

thee fundamental nature of information and Chinese culture may be explained by theories of 

holismm and Yin-Yang binaries. In his "Informatio n Super-highway and Cultural Development" 

[1997],, Jin stresses the large contribution of China's movable type-setting to the first 

informationn revolution [11th century, Song dynasty].92 Jin also stresses that Marx 

appreciatedd this contribution, making the reader  wonder  whether  he implies that "China" 

therebyy obtained a right  to harvest the fruits  of later  information revolutions. In the new 

informationn revolution, Jin feels, China must grab its chance to make great contributions once 

again.. In the process of the clashing and the assimilation of national cultures, Jin argues, 

similaritiess increase continually. However, as non-English speaking countries are in an 

unfavourablee position on the internet, some cultures and languages may disappear. As if the 

Chinesee language runs the risk of becoming extinct, Jin explains that China is forced to protect 

herr  national culture and art through propaganda. On the one hand, cultural clashes have 

positivee effects in the realms of hterarure, belief and values. On the other  hand, one has to 

realizee that so-called universal science is partly culturall y determined, especially the social 

911 JiD Wulun 1994: 58. 

«« Jin Wulun 1997: 4-5. 
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sciences.. Jin singles out American influences as a main source of cultural hegemony, against 

whichh "even" Western countries such as France and Canada protect themselves, in particular 

inn the areas of language and the internet market Moreover, Jin argues, some countries, such as 

Singapore,, traded in some Western freedoms in order to keep a traditional sense of cultural 

community.. While all national cultures try to make contributions to world civilization, Jin 

concludes,, they too must preserve their cultural existence and development93 

Accordingg to Jin, China must defend and protect itself against some Western social 

sciences,, some Western freedoms, and against becoming a victim of its (self-perceived) 

retardedd development This sort of advice is a political strategy of development, not a social 

scientificc observation. Jin's holism leads him to treat China, literally, as a living being: he 

ascribess to Chinese traditional culture vitalist powers [viability] , self-organizational capacity, 

lif ee force and coherent power, and advises China to follow the flow of history. He regards 

Zhonghuaa traditional culture as a complex system, possessing practical wisdom, aesthetic 

attraction,, and unprecedented universal and global values.94 Jin observes that traditional 

Chinaa is ascending, and has aroused the people's love for their Motherland, and insists that 

scholarss have to proceed from their own language or cultural region in their academic 

approachh to the world: ancient Greek natural philosophy produced modern science, and the 

Chinesee ancient philosophies of Lao Zi and Zhuang Zi made contributions to the 

developmentt of modern physics (as witnessed by the works of Nobel-prize winning 

scientistss such as Yukawa Hideki and Prigogine.95 

Thee fruits of science and technology have been used by capitalism in a one-sided way. 

Jinn complains that scientific rationality has had priority over scientific culture, winch is 

wrong.. This does not mean that scientific culture has lost out entirely, but it needs ancient 

Chinesee culture to replace i t It can be applied as an antidote against scientific rationality to 

complementt shortcomings in the one-sided development of Western rationality. For now, Jin 

advisess (himself) strategically, "we" have to propagate a scientific spirit, spread science and 

»» Jin Wulun 1997: 10-2. 
944 Zhonghua (China): II2 . 

955 Jin Wulun 1997: 13. 
Yukawaa Hideki and Ilya Prigogine are both Nobel-prize winner», and both claim to have been inspired in 

theirr  work by Eastern ancient thought 
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technology,, and absorb and establish a modern society based on the results of Western 

civilization.. At the same time, Jin points out, upholding Zhonghua cultural traditio n is crucial, 

ass it contains the important conceptions of holism, communal responsibility and awareness, 

self-cultivationn and moral self-discipline.96 

AA Holistic Variety of Bipolar Manipulation Based on "Eastern "  Science 

Yukawaa Hideki' s Chinese philosophical background has not only attracted the attention of 

Japanesee academic nationalists, but also that of Chinese protagonists of Eastern thought 

Zhouu Lindong published an article on Yukawa's work and thought in the influential CASS 

journal ,, Philosophical Research, in 1989.97 At an early age, Yukawa read Lao Zi and Zhuang 

Zi ,, and during his physics studies at Kyoto University he regularly attended the philosophy 

lecturess of Nishida Kitaroo, who is regarded as a great harmonizer  of Eastern and Western 

thought988 Furthermore, .Sakata Shooichi, one of Yukawa's star  students, was celebrated in 

**  Cf. Jin Wulun 1997: 14-5. 
977 Zhou Lindong [1989]. Zhou works in the Philosophy Department of Fudan University. 
Yukawa,, together  with Umesao Tadao, in 1967 published a work on the philosophy of science [1994]. Sakata 

Shooichii  was one of his star  students (together  with Taketani Mitsuo ft&=£). 
988 Nishida tries to reduce the jungle of received philosophical ideas and rigid dichotomies into the simplicity 

off  the absolute experience in the here and now. According to 0'Leary (1987), he attempts to resolve the dualism by 
integratingg both sides into his theory of pure experience. Among the dualities are those of intuitio n and reflection; 
subjectt  and object; existence and value; the form and the matter  of thinking; the universal and the particular , judgment 
andd concept; quality and relation; logic and mathematics; the psychological and the logical; knowledge and will ; 
mechanismm and vitalism; body and spirit ; rest and motion; past and future; being and non-being; the individual self and 
thee greater  (divine) self. [Oteary 1987: xiii ] 

Marxistss have called his unifying philosophy the "cringin g harmony"  type. Nevertheless, be tried to do away 
withh the shabby method of counterpoising traditio n and modernity. Nishida wrote on the "national polity"  [kokutai] 
(seee index/glossary: Kokutai no Hongi), and he lectured in 1941 to the emperor  on the philosophy of history. Nihon 
bunkabunka no mondat (1940) [The Problem of Japanese Culture] was originally delivered in 1938 as a series of lectures at 
Kyotoo University; this attempt to emphasize the affinities between Japan and the West caused him to be attacked as 
pro-Westernn during the war. Although Nishida asserted that, "underlyin g the Oriental view of the world and humanity, 
theree has been something equal, if not superior, to Occidental conceptions,''  he asserted, against the nationalists, that 
"wee cannot take any culture and call it the culture."  Despite his assertion that the Orient could not be spoken of as one 
inn the sense that the European countries constitute one world, he did set out to discover  the logic underlying Oriental 
culturee [Tsunoda, de Bary 1964:350-65]. However, he did not, like Suzuki Dusetzu, reject Western logic in the name of 
Orientall  intuition , he contrasted Occidental logic - a logic that takes things as its object - with Oriental logic - a logic 
thatt  takes the mind as its object [ibid: 356] 

Nisbida'ss ideal of harmony derived from the Kegon-Zen philosophy [Huayan (Ch.)], and shuns conflict. His 
theoreticall  individualism eventually became an apology for  the imperial system as a solution for  the conflict between 
individualismm and holism. Japanese history, which is centred on the imperial household, both the individual and the 
wholee mutually negate themselves for  the emperor. His emperor  lectures in 1941, which denied Japan's "divin e 
mission""  have been taken as a sign of bis "individualism." . This reading, however, contradicts his assertion of 
Kokutai),Kokutai), according to which there is an essential identity between the divine realm of the hand [Shinto Gods] the 
divinee emperor, and Japan, the divine land [shinkoku]. His Kokutai and Nihon bunka no mondai expresses these ideas 
moree fully (Tsunoda, de Bary, and Keene 1964; Faure 1993:76-7] 
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Chinaa as a famous Marxist Although Yukawa only talked littl e about dialectical materialism, 

Zhouu maintains, he used to say mat "the right method for developing theoretical physics is 

dialectics,, and its departure point is materialism."99 But, Zhou cautiously explains, we cannot 

simplyy conclude that Yukawa was a materialist he had his own logic. However, Zhou points 

out,, Yukawa saidd that a contradiction requires synthesis and intuition to observe the whole. It 

seems,, Zhou concludes, that Yukawa's thought was similar to that of the Ancient East. 

Importantt is, Zhou believes, that Yukawa took the holistic stance of Eastern traditional 

thoughtt against Western mechanism. According to Sakata, says Zhou, Yukawa took a clear 

positionn against Mach's idealism, but fully admired the Copenhagen school interpretation of 

Nielss Bohr.100 Although Yukawa agreed with Einstein that scientific invention is not a matter 

off  logic, but of -intuitive creativity, Einstein's intuition was coloured by Western 

mecharricism,, which is inclined to logical synthesis on a analytical basis. This kind of thought 

startedd with Bacon and focuses on the logical classification and order of empirical material. 

Einstein,, says Zhou, regarded intuition as the reorganization of thought elements, using 

creativityy and imagination to make thought associations between them. Yukawa, however, 

regardss intuition as fuzzy knowledge of the holistic nature of objects, grasping the whole 

directlyy and intuitively. Yukawa has extensively written on creativity, Zhou maintains.101 He 

usedused the concept of "identification" to explain the mechanism of intuitional thought in 

Easternn tradition,102 showing that the thought of Eastern and Western people are not placed 

onn the same plane: Western people use abstract logic, and tend to objectivism, whereas 

Easternn people use intuitional creativity, and tend to personification. Zhou provides us with 

a,, by now probably, familiar example: Western biologists observe monkeys in secret by 

hidingg in a tent, while Japanese scholars study them by participant observation. Even more 

strangely,, Zhou argues, Western observers assign numerical symbols to the animals, while 

9999 Zhou Undong 1989: 47. 
1000 Niels Bohr's "complementary principle'' proceeded from the principle that it was impossible to 

distinguishh satisfactorily between the actual behaviour of atomic objects and their interaction with the measuring 
instrumentss that serve to define the conditions under which the phenomena appear. He represented this principle on his 
coatt of arms in 1947 with the motto Contraria sunt complement*! above the Yin - Yang symbols. The Copenhagen 
interpretationn refers to Bohr's complementary principle, together with the indeterminacy principle of Werner 
Heisenbergg and the probability waves of Max Born. [Daintith & Gjertsen 1999: 59] 

1011 Eg. "Creative Man" [ UiBWA W Soozooteki rangen ] [1967] in Zhou Undong 1989: 50. 

1022 Identification: dengtong queren $ ^ f HV 
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Japanesee observers give them names. Zhou quotes Kawai Masao to point out that Western 

people,, due to Christian influence, regard themselves as higher animals and, therefore, 

entirelyy different103 

Zhou'ss self-orientalization, that is, appointing the wisdom of Chinese ancients and 

thee intuitio n of monkey-watchers as representative of Eastern thought, enables him to 

evaluatee the East as unique, and essential to a future world in which a balance between the 

twoo complementary units of East and West look to the East for  the wisdom. But if Zhou is 

rightright  in that a bigger  gap exists between East and West than between Eastern peoples and 

monkeys,, we may have to wait some time before "th e twain will meet,"  indeed. However, 

meree is not much agreement about the meaning of Eastern identity among its protagonists, 

nott  only between different factions and authors in Japan and China separately, but also 

amongg Japanese and Chinese champions of the East The majorit y of Chinese fans of ancient 

Chinesee thought have chosen to express the meaning of being Eastern in terms of the influence 

off  Confucianism, Huayan Buddhism, Taoism and Chan [Zen] over  East Asian (and, 

especially,, Japanese) concepts of governance, education, etiquette, writing , Shinto and Zen. 

Rice,, forests, and monkey affinit y as sources of Eastern identity, as yet, are mentioned 

mainlyy by academic nationalists in Japan. 

AA Socialist Doctrine of the Mean 

Thee famous historian Zhang Dainian more carefully weighed the positive and negative aspects 

off  East and West, traditio n and modernity.I04 In making distinctions between positive and 

negativee features of Zhonghua culture, Zhang seemed to relate negative ones to social 

organizationn and positive ones to ancient texts; in making distinctions between East and 

West,, instead of making use of binary, antagonistic opposites, Zhang uses relative opposites, 

1033 Zhou means the Christian notion of man being placed above animals. 
ZhouLindon gg 1989: 51-2. 

1044 The following discussion is based on Zbong Zhaopeng's overview of Zhang Duinian's "Cultur e and 
Philosophy""  3t{fcrJH*j* . a compilation of fort y articles writte n by Zhang from 1983 to 1987. [Zhong Zhaopeng 
1989::  67-9] This review only summarizes the fifteen articles that an concerned with Chinese culture. Zhang believes 
thatt  philosophy is the core of culture. M s broad interpretation of cultur e includes material wealth created by humans 
andd the social ideology of spiritual culture. I t therefore refers to a broad spectrum economic, political scientific, 
philosophical,, technical, and religious aspects. The narrow interpretatio n pertains to art and literatur e alone. For  a 
moree elaborate, recent view of Zhang on Chinese cultural history, see Zhang Dainian [1997], and for  his views on the 
relationshipp between socialism and culture, see Zhang Dainian [1994]. 
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butt nevertheless deploys them as tools for revealing the essence of huge world areas such as 

thosee of as East and West Traditional culture, according to Zhang, originates in the Zhonghua 

MinzuMinzuyy which came about c. 5.000 years ago. According to Zhang, its continuity is an 

indicationn of the Nation's excellence. The concept of "nationality,"105 however, Zhang rejects 

ass unscientific. Zhang points out that though feudal society produced some evil winds, such 

ass an overemphasis on family-ties and a view of "officials" as "dear and awesome" (sucking 

upp to officials), these features are not fundamental and should be eradicated.106 If China had 

nott possessed any positive features, he argues, the Zhonghua Minzu [Zhonghua Race] would 

havee become extinct The features Zhang cites are all maxims derivative from classical texts: a 

spiritt that stresses health and self-strengthening;107 an excellent tradition of replacing religion 

byy moral education;108 an open-minded and tolerant spirit (Li Ji);109 and, an independent 

character.110 0 

Inn comparing the cultures of East and West, unlike many of his colleagues, Zhang 

makess a conscious distinction between classifications based on temporal and spatial 

categories.. Thus, Zhang comments that during the 1920s and 1930s, popular opinion labelled 

thee East as inward-looking and introvert, and the West as outward-looking and extrovert 

Suchh classifications Zhang finds one-sided and simplistic, just like another prejudice, which 

hass it that the nature of the East is spiritual and that of the West materialist. Zhang believes 

thatt if we want to know the differences between East and West then we first need to make a 

distinctionn between the temporal and spatial dimensions of the concepts of "era" and 

"nation.""  In the past, he reflects, "Our" discussions about Chinese and Western culture 

referredd to a feudal and a capitalist culture: their social systems were not the same. But even 

whenn two societies live in the same era and under the same system, they can still be different 

Therefore,, Zhang concludes, there are indeed differences between national cultures, which is 

illustratedd by the differences between capitalist American, British and Italian cultures. 

1055 Nationality: guominxing HPitt -

1066 Sucking up to officials: guigui zunguan JtftJttT -

1077 The Yidazhuan A>M$ reads: j^frft . f t?Ë l É3S^vfi ITian ringjian,  chun zi yi ziqiang-buxi] 

i 088 Rom the Lunyu Zhang quotes: xiuyiyi an ren mfcQtïjl$iA"',jii liguisehneryuanzhi MRjfcWlBiS^L * 

»055 From the U Ji, Zhongyong Zhang quotes: ^tt^HTffiTFftlF . JËftfrlTffttt -

 ioConfucius said Pifit  bu keduozfti EE&F nT^Sf. [Lunyu, Zihan] 
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Apparently,, besides cultural differences caused by capitalist and socialist systems, the source 

off  relevant cultural difference ties in its classification into different nation-states. Moreover, 

thosee differences seem to have existed for  many centuries and inhabitants of each national 

culturee share their  respective national identities. 

Thoughh Zhang goes one step further  in his quest for  understanding the relationship 

betweenn the temporal and cultural facets of the emergence of East and West, he can only do 

soo by reconfirming the legitimacy of the nation as the unit for  comparing human groups. His 

awarenesss of the temporal aspects of the development of nation-states can be traced back 

easilyy to his Marxist background in which the evolutionary development of the state plays an 

importantt  role. But his inclination to use his return to the ancient Zhonghua texts to provide 

hiss contemporaries with moral descriptions and prescriptions for  social behaviour  reveals the 

samee old balancing act between elements drawn from modernity and tradition. 111 Moreover, 

Zhangg deals with history as if it belongs to the present-day nation-state. In fact, if we want 

too be consistent, reference to the Sinification of Marxism in the modern Chinese period 

requiress us to also discuss the Sinification of Confucius and Lao Zi. Alternatively , we could 

speakk of the modernization of Marxism and Confucianism.112 But, ultimately, at stake are 

Marxiann or  Confucian ideas about forms of organization to which nationality, in principle, 

needd not have any relevance: both claim universal applicability and the validity of their 

principless is not overruled by variation across national cultures. Furthermore, considering 

Confuciuss as a Chinese, mat is, as having a Chinese nationality, identity or  background, 

thoughh imaginable by many academic nationalists, is an anachronism, and only affirmabl e by 

meanss of looking-glass logic.113 Similarly , in history, the idea of Sinifying Marxism did not 

makee sense until the establishment of the PRC became a realistic plan, and it was only in the 

1980ss that Sinification became an important topic to those who did not want Chinese 

1111 Also, see Zhang Dainian 1982; 1997. 
11 !2 In fact, non-mainland neo-Confucianism is often spoken of as the modernization of tradition . [Fang Kcli 

1996].. Zhao Jilun actually prescribes the use of elements from Western culture, traditional culture and Marxism to 
createe an organic spiritual whole of China in transition at the turn of the century, arguing for  the modernization of 
Chinesee traditional culture and the Sinification of Western culture. [Zhao Jilun 1997] 

i>33 Apart from being being born in the state of Lu, Confucius could not have had a Chinese identity: from a 
geographical,, social, linguistic and psychological point of view China did not exist. Neither  was there any rule or 
indicationn that could predict its emergence, nor  is there much agreement any longer  about the necessity of its historical 
developmentt  and the meaning it could contribute to present-day national identity. 
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socialismm to advertise its nationality as such, and to those who were in favour of giving 

Marxismm a Chinese local flavour.114 

Zhangg argues that, before 1949, Chinese culture stressed orderly relationships 

betweenn people and the mutual relationship between people and nature: Chinese philosophy 

whichh emphasizes the theory that "man is an integral part of and in harmony with nature" 

provess this.115 Zhang believes that Western culture, by contrast, stresses the antagonism 

betweenn man and nature. Similarly, Western culture represents initiative and Chinese culture 

thee unity of initiative and tranquility.116 But, Zhang argues that these differences are only 

relative,, not absolute. Therefore some philosophers in East and West are very similar. Thus 

Zhangg finds Kantian philosophy similar to that of Confucius. Zhang argues that we must 

noticee both similarities and differences, because "there are similarities within difference, and 

differencess within identity."117 Dialectical, or rather, dualistic academic nationalism leaves 

Zhangg with a choice between only three paths for Chinese cultural development to follow 

(thee third being the sublation of, or, the mean of the other two): the first is closing up 

(isolation),, which leads to chaos; the second is full-fledged Westernization (total opening up), 

whichh is too dangerous; and, the third "mean" is to study tradition and getting rid of the dregs 

andd picking out the essence, while learning from the advanced products of the West Zhang 

pointss out: "This is not a contradiction. It is the only correct path.'*118 

Itt is hard to say whether Zhang aims to provide a serious characterization of East and 

West,, and of Chinese tradition and socialism. However, he clearly communicates his political 

1144 A typical discussion of the Sinification of Marxism, traces the influence of history and the thinkin g of 
Mao'ss contemporary reformist thinkers and revolutionaries. Zhang Dewang divided Mao's Sinification of Marxism 
intoo three stages. In the first stage [1918-26], Li Dazhao and Mao decided that Chinese socialism must be directed 
againstt  feudalism (and Confucianism) and imperialism. Democracy and liberty were seen as Western reflections of 
capitalism.. In the end, they argued that workers and farmers should unite with the intellectuals in the struggle, while 
Chenn Duxiu believed that only the workers could successfully make revolution. During the second stage [1927-37]]  Mao 
gainedd guerilla experience while fighting the Ouomindang (after  the August 18 incident). During the thir d stage, in the 
1940s,, Mao wrote the Sinification of marxism down in bis "New Democracy"  f19401 fXinnrinzhuzhuy i jfiPiüjüCtè l 
andd his 1942 "Talk s At the Yan'an Forum on literatur e and Art "  [1942] [Zai Yan'an wenyi zuotanhui shang de jianghua 

-- It was influenced by Kang Youwei, Liang Qichao, Chen Duxiu, Li Dazhao, Hu Shi, Cai 
Yuanpei,, Sun Zhongshan, Lu Xun and Qu Qiubai. [Zhang Dewang 1994: 84-6]. 

1155 An aphorism from the Lunyu: Tianren heyi." 

1166 f be unity of initiativ e and tranquility : Thudong-qinq heyi E£$fo&-
11 <7 There are similarities within difference, and differences within identity: yizhong you tong, tongzhong you 

 >B Zhang Dewang 1994: 86-7. 
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andd moral advice, which he infers from the Ancients by muddling descriptive and prescriptive 

modes.. Unity, peace, stability, patriotism and the adaptation of foreign science are the staple 

ingredientss of his holistic prescriptions. They seem to say: obey the socialist leadership, learn 

fromfrom  the Ancients and be patriotic . Fascinatingly, these admonitions reach debates held in an 

extremee diversity of fields, ranging from quantum-mechanics, the science of science, post-

modernn philosophy, history, social science to psychology. For  example, while Zhang Dainian 

andd his student Cheng Yishan make statements in support of the thesis that "yuanqi " 

[originall  'qi' ] equates continuous matter  [you lianxuxing de wuzhi] in quantum fields, the 

theoreticall  physicist He Zuoxiu believes that the position China takes in the history of world 

philosophyy should be of even greater  importance than that of Greece, as Greek philosophers 

merelyy gave birt h to the philosophy of atomism and China brought forth the far  more 

sophisticatedd philosophy of Yuanqi.119 

NationalNational Subjectivity and the Paradox of a Socialist Nation 

Apartt  from the problems of continuity, the divisibilit y of matter, holism, evolution, neo-

authoritarianism,, traditio n and democracy, the issue of subjectivity has played a main role in 

alll  of these fields, «o The socialist establishment's refusal of acknowledging subjectivity as an 

ontologicall  category has sparked off several heated discussions.121 Subjectivity, according to 

dialecticall  materialists, such as Qian Xuesen, Huang Sen [1992] and He Zuoxiu could only 

leadd to a negation of objective science, and may be used as an excuse for  justifyin g "out-and-

outt  individualism,"  whereas those in favour  used it as an argument for  advocating democracy 

orr  other  "subjective"  ideologies that serve as tools for  new forms of decision-making,122 as 

subjectivityy implies that not everything can be decided objectively, not even by means of 

socialistt  science.123 The former politically-correct view of dialectical materialism argues 

1199 He Zuoxiu 1997:65. 
1200 Victor  Koschmann [1996] gave an account of subjectivity in postwar  Japan. 

'211 After  all, debate is allowed and encouraged, especially those that keep "th e people"  from joining ia 
" 22 Jin wnlun 1988, Dong Ouangbi 1986. Gu Zuxue 1990, Jin Ouantao &  Liu Qingfeng 1983, Liu Shuzi 1991, 

Lii  Xingmin 1987; 1990, Wang Zhenwu 1988; 1990, Fang Uzhi 1986 and Wu Guosheng 1987; 1993b. 

1233 in big -can Modem Physics Provide a Scientific basis for  the 'theory of the subjectivity"  [19901. He 
criticizess the idealist gulf in China's philosophical interpretations, especially those of of modem physics for  having 
beenn influenced by international idealist thought in physics. He singles out Wang Xinyan and Gu Zuxue's work as 
representativee of this subjectivist trend, criticizin g them for  regarding the cognitive subject and the object of 
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againstt individual subjectivism, a term deployed only by the politically conservative 

proponentss of objective science to make winning the argument an easy game. The dialectical 

materialistt views of Qian and He argued in favour of a new socialist culture built on the 

foundationn of "national subjectivity:" the basis for a truly new Zhonghua Minzu culture. 

Subjectivee awareness, according to Zhang Dainian, requires the preservation of the 

independence,, self-awareness and initiative of national culture.124 National initiative leads to 

changingg the environment, not giving in to i t Nevertheless, it does not reject foreign culture 

[read:: knowledge]. Instead, it recommends becoming adept at absorbing foreign culture for 

Ourr own use. This is no paradox, Zhang insists, because when Buddhism was imported from 

India,, China did not become Indian. China still has its own spirit and characteristics. The 

PRCC imported Marxism, and created Sinified Marxism. This is no contradiction, Zhang 

knowledgee as mutually influencing parts of one research process. He finds alarming the view that no distinction can be 
madee between subject and object, and toe possibility of objective knowledge is denied Especially Wang Zhenwu, be 
criticisess for  believing that even the existence of the universe is dependent on subjectivity. He sneers at Jin Ouantao' s 
opinionopinion [in his Ren de zhexue 1988] based on bis interpretation of quantum physics that if "no one sees the moon it 
doess not exist"  and especially regrets Jin's advocacy that "materialism has been falsified."  He Zuoxiu regards their 
workss as challenging materialist philosophy and materialism in general. The subjectivist trend has an international 
context,, found in the work of Niels Bohr, Max Bom, and Werner  Heisenberg. It is supposed to be based on the proof of 
Neumannn who described the mutual effects of measuring instruments and micro-particles using Schrodinger  equations. 
However,, He argues, materialism can not accept this proof. The problem, according to He, lies in the assumption of the 
conservationn of time-symmetry which also implies the conservation of entropy. However, entropy always increases 
duringg the process of measurement Therefore it is wrong to proceed from Schrodinger's equations, which results in 
subjectivityy entering the experiment 

Manyy rebuttals of He's articles have appeared [Ou Zuxue 1990; Jin Wnlun 1994; Liu Xiuzi 1991,1992 ; etc.] 
Liuu Shuzi'  s response summarizes the view of many of the "subjectivist"  camp. Liu criticizes He Zuoxiu' 1990 article for 
onlyy recognizing negative subjective factors in scientific experiment (if no one sees the moon, it does not exist). He 
Zuoxiuu regards the idea that subjectivity of measuring instruments entering the observation results in subjective 
idealism.. This is because He Zuoxiu himself takes the stance of "abstract objectivism."  He Zuoxiu denies that the 
formulass of the speed of light and laws of science are related to the subjective choice of inert coordinates. Liu believes 
thatt  it is one thing to say that natural laws do not depend on subjective choices, but another, to deny that the contents 
off  knowledge of nature depends on choice elements of the knowledge system of the observer. Though He Zuoxiu does 
nott  oppose Einstein's view of relativism or  the Copenhagen interpretation, and merely wants to eliminate all 
subjectivee influences from scientific knowledge in a philosophical sense, Liu believes that this is exactly the "abstract 
objectivism""  which is not in agreement with Marx: Marx criticized "t o see things and not people"  and the "fetishism of 
commodities.""  Man has both biological and social characteristics, and lives in a relation of mutual influence and effect 
inn the natural world. Furthermore, Hee Zuoxiu seems to ignore thee difference between measurements at the particle level 
whichh are subject to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and statistical measurements at a macro-level. Since the latter 
seemm to be independent of the instruments of observation, he concludes that the instruments have nothing to do with 
i tt  Moreover, he draws conclusions from macro-observation which in fact are based on the micro-world of particle-
mechanics.. In the macro-world it is possible to neglect the effect of the instruments of observation on the 
experimentall  results, and it concerns phenomena that have been realized in the macro-world. But in order  to measure 
particles,, the macro-world instruments interfere with the experimental data. The article strongly argued that there is 
objectivityy within subjectivity, relativit y and particle mechanics. Man is objective in the sense that it is a biological 
beingg but it is mediated by social lif e and knowledge, will , thought, and culture. Though subjective elements are 
unavoidable,, we must do our  best to obtain objective knowledge. While He Zuoxiu only looks for  objectivity that does 
nott  belong to the objective knowledge of the instrument, Liu concludes, "we"  think it is to no avail. We have to admit 
thee subjective elements in the observing instruments, the observer  and the knowledge of the observer. That in itself is 
objective.. [Li u Xiuzil991] 

1244 Initiative : zhudongxing i?t) t t ; Subjective awareness: zhutiyishi JÈfMHR-
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concludes,, for  China and Ine West complement one another.125 

Itt  is fortunate that the West is only a concept. Otherwise, I imagine, it could feel 

somewhatt  short-changed But whatever  the West is, as long as it is of any use, Chinese 

academicc nationalists are determined to Sinify i t Zhong, in his synopsis of Zhang's work, 

concludess with the observation mat, during the last few years, the discussion on full-fledged 

Westernizationn has become rampant Calling for  full-fledged Westernization, Zhong warns, is 

thee same as looking back onto the capitalist road, which history has already proved China 

mustt  not tread On the other  hand, if the "thir d era"  of Confucianism is going to emerge, it can 

onlyy be one of the many schools of Chinese thought, not the main one.126 Thus, Zhong 

concludes,, China's future and its development will follow the leadership of Marxism, or, as 

officiall  policy propagates, the new theoretical model of Socialism with Chinese 

Characteristics.127 7 

Thiss resolution is frustrated, however, by the disapproval of making the switch from 

universalistt  to national socialism by scholars that do not want to turn to research into 

Chinesee tradition . The incompatibilit y of temporal aspects (of socialism) and ethnological 

aspectss (regional) of the Nation with era-aspects of socialism, in the late-1980s, led to a 

debatee on the question "Can nations in a socialist era call themselves socialist nations?** 

Duringg the Cultural Revolution the concept of socialist Nation was labelled "revisionist" 

becausee it lacked a convincing sense of class struggle.128 In the 1980s, however, scholars again 

wantedd to mingle political and ethnological concepts. Instead of using the concept of 

"socialistt  nation,"  which is inappropriat e from the point of view of "th e Motherland as one 

unitedd enterprise,"129 a slogan that is meant to include Taiwan and Hong Kong, some scholars 

1255 China and the West complement one another  ZhongXi-hubu + H 5 3K 

1 244 The representation of the "era"  [shidai Btft ] has been central in Chinese characterizations of time, 
especiallyy daring the latter  half of the 1960s. According to Wang Jisi, Chinese discussions of shidai originated from 
L*nin' aa theory of imperialism ('imperialis m and proletarian revolution') . In the 1940s and 50s, Stalin's definition of 
era,, "general crisis of capitalism,''  was in use, while the 1960s the CCP called "th e era in which imperialism is beading 
forr  total collapse."  [Wang Jisi E1995: 491} "Era "  was not precisely circumscribed, so that it allowed leeway for  the 
theoreticall  speculations of changing times. 

1277 Zhong Zhaopeng 1989: 69. 

1288 The famous ethnologist Li Weihan 3M£&  in 1961 used the idea in his "Unite d Front and Ethnic Issues" 

[tongyii  zhanxian yu nrinzu wenti | fc—Jf tSt1!Rf tRA l (1982), p. 592-3] but was attract by leftists for  countering 
classs struggle. 

1299 The Motherland as one united enterprise: zuguo tongyi daye t f lHSfc-^Ci t 
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arguedd that the concept of socialism is applicable only to an era, not to the nation CASS 

scholarr Sun Qing, trom the Institute of Minority Studies, disagrees: even though Marx and 

Engelss did not use the exact concept of socialist nation, implied its correctness by employing 

thee terms unenlightened nation, primitive nation, ancient nation, middle-aged nation, capitalist 

nationn and communist nation. Moreover, in the works of Stalin and Lenin it is made clear that 

aa socialist nation is a nation under the leadership of the proletariat 13° But as the formula of 

"Socialismm With Chinese Characteristics" became central to academic research policies and 

practicallyy compulsory in the academic world of the 1990s, it is understandable that this 

debatee faded, at least, in academic circles. 

6.. Consequences of Academic Nationalism as a Strategy in Short 

Inn Part VLI briefly addressed the practice of making academic nationalism serve as a strategy 

forr acquiring knowledge in the social sciences. Academic nationalism inclines to neglect the 

locall  and specific (1), to subordinate the universal to the nation (2), represent the views of 

certainn interest groups and not others (3), proceed from the illusion of the controllability of 

thee "national organism" and the "system" (4), and to use a rhetoric of compromise between 

Themm and Us (5), the consequences of which are discussed separately. 

Inn discussing the neglect of the local and the specific I emphasized the relevance of 

keepingg in mind that "the sum of the parts is greater than the whole." In other words, holistic 

generalizationss of facts on the nation-state should be treated with caution as incomplete and 

aspectual.. In academic nationalism research objects acquire their meaning through the 

mediationn of the logically closed whole of the national unit, and the research frame of the 

nationall  unit tempts researchers into asking questions that treat history like a series of 

photographs,, based on rigid periodization, and designed to answer questions that project the 

nationall  unit into the past By contrast, perspectives for observing phenomena found across 

nationall  borders can generate innumerable new insights into functions, and historical relations 

betweenn the parts of constellations of social facts. In this way, insight can be obtained into 

processess that are not totally dependent on, or even independent of, the particular state of 

thee nation. 

13°° Sun Qing 1991: 46. 
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Researcherss who apply universalist principles (of systems, of individual behaviour, of 

neuro-biology)) to perceived changes in the development of nation-states may feil to discern 

universall  patterns that explain problems in various local contexts by the same universal 

principles,, and that may have wide consequences for  the ways in which human groups are 

formedd and behave anywhere. For  instance, using the idealized experience of one nation-state 

inn order  to find solutions for  region-specific problems could have hazardous consequences. 

Onee example of a view that applies universalist ideology onto the unit of the nation declares 

thee world a hostile place in terms of Hobbesian and international systems principles, 

presumingg the behaviour  of Other  units to be predicated on universalist principles of survival 

inn a world of competing interests of nations. At the same time, We is an exception, and, 

hence,, We is uniquely above such universal principles of selfish behaviour  (though history 

teachesteaches us we must keep up with the competition, unless we are willin g to perish). 

Destructivee influence on social science derives from debates of national uniqueness which, 

whenn gaining authority in the social-science community at large, blinds researchers to the 

similaritiess of problematic situations elsewhere.In other  words, academic nationalism is 

predicatedd on the fallacious point of departure that comparative research, in the first place, is 

aboutt  comparing nation-states, instead of about particular  topics in various research frames 

suitablee to the subject, and where national identity and nation-state policies are no moree than 

variabless whose importance is relative to the research question. Often it is forgotten that 

otherr  forms of identity, such as an identification with the local community, religion, trade, 

gender,, ethnic group, peer-group, depending on the research-question, can be units of research 

moree relevant than that of the nation-state. 

Academicc writing s that emphasize "th e people"  in the construction of policies on 

economicc growth and national identity may favour  certain interest groups. Especially when a 

monopolyy on communication and information systematically distorts information flows, 

academicc knowledge about politics, economy and society becomes obfuscated. Ironically , 

amongg the factors that inhibi t long-term economic growth and social-science research, most 

damagingg are forms of government that attempt to restrict and manipulate communication and 

informationn flows (through media restrictions and censorship) in order  to control .the 

oppositionn In the long run, academic organizations and economic systems built upon the 
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exchangee of favours for party-patriotic loyalty produce a distorted incentive structure and an 

inadequatee framework for understanding phenomena that tall outside the official list of 

problemss based on the policy of national restructuring, and establishing Socialism with 

Chinesee Characteristics. Short-term gains from building national consensus may be weighed 

againstt related long-run costs arising from corruption, social injustice and economic 

inefficiency. . 

Understandingg the nation-state through an organic metaphor, such as mat of the 

dragon,, the family, or the open feedback system, creates the illusion of the controllability of 

itss "character," "order," or "functioning."This confidence in the ability to construct a nation 

mayy derive from the fact that the metaphor can turn the nation-state into an object "out 

there,""  amenable to the mass psycho-analysis of "national selves" and experimentation with 

"openn doors." Intellectuals who have appointed themselves to look after the needs of "their 

people,""  or have taken onto themselves the duty to advise state leaders are faced with a 

situationn in which academic research becomes a matter of looking out for the interests of the 

nationn as a an emotive task of controlled experimentation. Depending on their own political 

views,, who they represent, their discipline, ambitions and other more mundane factors, such 

ass their circumstances of living and status, academics make decisions on how to construe their 

versionn of the nation and its aims. What the various academic nationalists have in common is 

thatt they turn the nation-state into an object of study severed from the world but buried 

withinn themselves. The national unit is logically isolated from the world on which its 

existencee it is premised Saying anything about any person or phenomenon requires, first of 

all,, drawing a circle around it: the static boundaries of the nation-state. The opening up of 

"nationall  doors" is premised upon the (logically) isolated "home" unit of the nation. Its doors 

aree safety-valves that allow communication and exchanges to be planned, regulated, and 

stopped.. Doors make possible the requirement of permission for exit and entrance; the idea of 

aa bounded nation is a condition for the notions of national tolerance, national banning, and 

nationall  taboo. Analogous to territorial state-borders, socio-cultural boundaries are erected, 

marked,, protected, researched and planned, fit into systems, and equipped with forefathers 

andd a soul. Some academics control the system, others protect the Motherland and tame the 

enemy,, while again others aim to keep the nation in good health, away from foreign 
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contamination.. Despite the difference in jargon employed by the various kinds of mechanical, 

culturall  and organic academic nationalists, they regard "chance**  as a danger  when it concerns 

thee foreign, exactly because the outside is crucial to the recognition of its existence. Though 

thee foreign takes on a different shape to each of the academic nationalists, all aim to channel 

thee required but dreaded flows of exchange under  academic-nationalist control. 

Academicc nationalism also penetrates well-thought-through debates that argue more 

subtlyy for varied views of culture, socialism and international relations. To such debates 

academicc nationalism provides the core axis of dualities between traditio n - modernity, 

outsidee - inside, open - closed, limit s research to a few perspectives such as culturalist , 

scientistic,, and organicistic views of the nation instead of any combination of argued 

propositionss applied to the variables and units of research appropriate to the argument 

Moreover,, academic nationalism appropriates the national unit as a mediator  between various 

politicall  ideals. Finally, academic problem-solvers handle the nation as if it is a test tube, 

subjectt  to operations applied to it in a laboratory situation. Examples of features ascribed to 

thee nation are the forces of push and pull (scientific knowledge pushing the nation-state 

forward;;  superstition pulling it backward); the self-justification of "action-reaction"  (Their 

actionn causes Us to retaliate); controlling "th e people**  through the mechanism of stimulus-

responsee (rewarding "th e people**  for  loyalty); using input-output analyses to make the 

nationn grow (put information into China, so its GNP output wil l rise); cybernetic principles 

off  positive and negative feedback (give positive feedback to learning from the West; bring a 

haltt  to "spiritua l pollution**  trom the West through negative feedback regulation, i.e. 

campaigning);;  Yin-Yang analyses of, for  instance, national gender  (principles applied onto the 

Eastt  and West). The nation as a framework of research and as a unit of comparison 

encouragess the inappropriat e application of terms not meant for  application to regional units 

off  research. For  example, the concept of capitalism and socialism (the West versus China), 

feudall  traditio n and modernity (socialist vocabulary for  the universal era of Chinese traditio n 

andd the modern socialist era) and, culture and modernity (Contucianist terminology for 

culturall  space) are very imprecise when treated as characterizations of localized units, such as 

nation-statess and loosely defined regions such as East and West, and Europe and Asia. 

Moreover,, the practice facilitates the assignment of non-territoria l "boundaries"  and "doors" 
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too the nation, which can be opened and closed, and which channels communication between 

"inside""  and "outside." Social-science disciplines far too easily focus research on the unit of 

thee nation-state, its health, quality, wealth, victories, and powers, without questioning its 

presumptionss and consequences. Tactics and practices are employed in academic nationalism 

too avoid cultural debt by attributing to modern scientific achievements new origins and 

precursorss rooted in works of Our national tradition. If the importation of things recognized 

ass being foreign is criticized or feared, the process may be scrutinized by academic theory in 

orderr to create a sense of "control," which is augmented by applying to foreign products and 

practicess labels of approval. This so-called "Salification" is a form of unofficial permission 

byy academic factions for the indigenization of certain trends. 

Inn academic nationalism scholars from diverse points of view and disciplines in the 

processs of the conceptualization of new ideas employ balancing techniques. Such techniques 

servee the academic in coming to a "reasonable mean" in his balancing of mutually opposing 

viewss and between (by the academic world) openly acknowledged contradictions. Combined 

usee is made of various discursive techniques, such as forms of argument drawn from the 

"Doctrinee of the Mean," the dialectical method of "the unity of opposites," and techniques of 

associationn resembling those used in Yin-Yang theory. These techniques all make use of 

dualities.. Although in principle, views on natural dialectics and Yin-Yang thought require a 

dynamic,, critical and flexible application, in academic nationalism these tools of thought are 

appliedd to the unit of the nation and generally lose their emancipative, transformative, or self-

transcendingg capacity. In nationalist ideology, dualities are culturally mediated, political tools, 

mobilisedd for the purpose of expanding on political ideas. The features of these dualities are 

worthh looking into as they allow political manipulation to occur unnoticed. Bipolar contrasts 

aree like couples: they change in time and space. They also change partners; the tension 

betweenn them varies; and, they are part of a larger hierarchy of concepts: 

(1)(1) Bipolar contrasts change and they also change partners as the meanings associated with 

conceptss used as bipolar contrasts vary in time and context, while new contrasts are 

generatedd For example, the way conceptions of East and West contrast through time changes. 

(2)(2) Bipolar concepts belong to groups of other bipolar concepts and acquire their temporal 

meaningmeaning and status from the hierarchical position they take up in that group, or, taxonomy. If 
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aa duality, for  example mat of "female-male,"  is regarded as of littl e relevance to other  dualities 

inn a particular  culture, it would be put at the bottom of a (mental) taxonomy. 

Academicc nationalists steeped in the jargon of holism take advantage of the fact that 

thee relativit y of difference in the holistic view is itself relativized The refusal to acknowledge 

(heuristic)) distinctions, set standards for  testing a hypothesis, and attaching relevance to the 

usee of logical argument makes it impossible to evaluate any thesis, and allows its 

relatrvizationn whenever  convenient As a result, arguments become hazy, while the distinction 

betweenn absolute and relative is rendered meaningless. According to the holistic approach, 

anyy proposition must take into account the changing nature of reality. But it is not clear  how 

too define change and its contextual conditions. At the same time, the holistic approach in 

academicc nationalism retains the nationalist framework of "relativ e opposites"  so that the 

onlyy unchanging elements are the national units onto which these opposites are projected. 

Thee example of Nishibe Sumumu illustrated that such methodology gobbles up any research 

topic,, distributes its features over  national units by means of "relative"  Yin-Yang dualities, 

andd inserts a time-element that favours the future triumph of one of the units. 

Especiallyy damaging to social science is when bipolar  concepts are both used in the 

comparativee analysis of nations and regions as methodological tool and employed in policy-

makingg as factual information at the same time, as the concepts deserve no credibilit y as 

instrumentss of (optimal) objective analysis. The following account of the use of bipolar 

conceptss in China concerns the ways in which the use of dualities has changed in Chinese 

historyy from the Cultural Revolution onwards. It shows how an alteration in the tension 

betweenn the poles made possible a multiplicatio n of classifiers, resulting in the creation of 

neww constellations of bipolar  concept and the infusion of them with new historical meaning. 

Despitee the new patterns in which polarities occur  in discourse and despite the decrease of 

thee tension between mem, as a result of the continued deployment of similar  methods of 

creatingg and solving opposites, change is limited to re-combining old patterns of conceptual 

polarities.. Even though many Chinese academics have announced the age of pluralism, and 

evenn though some scholars are trul y looking forward to a future of multi-culturality , creative 

attemptss in this direction are hampered by dint of the habit of using taxonomie dualities built 

upp around the organization of nation-states and the units of East and West 
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Nevertheless,, compared to former models of antagonistic opposites, the current ones 

aree more variegated and sophisticated I presented some technocratic, holistic, and leftist 

interpretationss of these dualities of the nation by well-known scholars: Qian Xuesen and Sun 

Kaifei,, the philosopher Jin Wulun, and the famous historian Zhang Dainian. I argued that in 

academicc nationalism, a compromise between political views is made by defining the 

objectionablee features of opponents as "extremes" and placing oneself in the one and only 

patrioticc centre: the reasonable mean. Such tactical way of argumentation gives the impression 

off  a profound understanding of Others: a list of associations can directly be mobilized in 

favourr of one's rejection of Other views, but, in fact, are only picked from hackneyed lists of 

bipolarr dualities. They are standardized, daily-used prejudices manipulated in the course of 

politicall  argument. It is the dictatorship of dialectics. 

Howw can academic nationalism provide insight into different societies from a narrow range of 

perspectives?perspectives? How can academic nationalists understand and represent foreign texts in the 

sociall  sciences, faithful to the points of view of the original authors? Ultimately, academic 

nationalismm raises the question of whether it is in the interest of a nation-state to pursue 

nationall  interests according to modes of realpolitik followed in academic circles.131 After all, a 

sociall  science that proceeds from realpolitik does not add to knowledge of the multi-

dimensionall  nature of human society but presumes the relations between people to be based 

onn the principle "eat or be eaten." Neither does such presumption leave much leeway for the 

creationn of goodwill. 

Inn the examples given above, the pursuit of national interests serves the two-fold aim 

off  national survival in global competition and contributing to world civilization. Such 

contribution,, however, is based on the domestic mechanism of fighting out political issues by 

creatingg a distance between whatever East and West may stand for. Therefore, in academic 

nationalismm neither global politics nor Chinese interests are served As discourse on 

internationall  relations is (mis-)appropriated to fashion statements on domestic political 

strategies,, national policy-making becomes subsumed in the self-serving abstractions of 

variouss academic cliques. Furthermore, the scientistic assumptions in Chinese conceptions of 

1311 For  Realpolitik see index. 
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thee Nation continue to facilitate the academic modelling of the Nation after  the image best 

suitedd to the ideals of the academic nationalist A pervasive notion holds that the nation is an 

objectivee entity that can be controlled, manipulated and reconstructed if only the "right " 

politicall  choices are made. Such choices are made with the help of perspectives that range 

fromfrom  rationalist approaches based on empirical inquir y into objective national interests to 

speculationss on the true nature of the Zhonghua race, national identity, and the exploration of 

historicall  traditions. Only in such context it is possible that "traditional "  concepts such as 

peace,, harmony, and self-strengthening are re-treasured as ancient Chinese words of wisdom. 

Itt  is doubtful, however, if flaunting the wisdom of traditional concepts is conducive either  to 

China'ss national interests or  the acquisition of academic knowledge. Even if a newly 

constructedd "national identity"  could bring political stability to a nation temporarily, linkin g 

thee issue of national identity so closely to politics exposes academics to political problems it 

cann not grasp objectively,132 

Thee scientistic and historical approach in China have trul y come to complement one 

anotherr  in the politics of the Nation-State. On the one hand, the "objective"  approach to the 

Nationn serves as a blueprint for  other  approaches that are tested against it Its epistemological 

foundationn lies in the empiricist guideline of "seeking truth from facts,"  which has effectively 

becomee an official dogma since Deng Xiaoping came to power  in the late 1970s.133 The 

historicall  approach, on the other  hand, reconfirms the "Chinese Characteristics"  Chinese 

socialistt  culture is supposed to be based on. The industry of redefining the Nation 

synchronicallyy against "th e West"  and diachronically in holistic terms of ancient wisdom and 

progressivee triumph may lead to a false sense of knowledgeable insight with regards to Our 

Nation,, and to xenophobia when the excellence of Our  Nation is not acknowledged in the 

samee terms by Them, especially among intellectuals. 

Inn scientistic versions of academic nationalism, holism is usually thought to derive 

bothh from the world of nature and from Eastern tradition . The scientific principles it 

embodiess are believed to explain the fundamental principles of nature, and its universal 

validit yy is ideologically vindicated by modern scientific research. The map of the 

1 322 a . Dittmcr  and Ki m [1993]. 

1333 Yong E1998: 327. 
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psychological,, social, biological, economic and physical behaviour of the nation further 

includess concepts and theories from the sciences, such as "self-organization," "systems 

complexity,""  "dissipative structures," and "super-stability."134 They have in common their 

concernn with the rise of the Chinese nation-state, and compete for political power that 

enabless them to apply their programmes, systems and structures in the form of documents, 

researchh programmes, papers and guidelines. Their success, however, fully depends on 

bendingg the rules of the organic, historical, and mechanical processes they study, as political 

designn presumes and requires the subjective application of the obtained wisdom and laws of 

historyy and science by the academic. After all, the academic nationalist writes from the 

perspectivee of the systems-manager of engineering project China, possesses the wisdom of a 

benevolentt ruler, or designs the guidelines adopted and implemented by the socialist 

leadershipp of the people. 

Thee constellations of conceptual dualities applied to fields ranging from systems-

sciencee and concepts of emergence to historical approaches of tradition in academic 

nationalismm concern questions of the nation, the subject of history, relations between East 

andd West, people and nature, and tradition and modernity. Especially problematic is the 

ephemerall  nature of the dialectic and holistic terms in which most of the main dualities are 

couched,, as they ridicule attempts of applying criteria such as that of consistency to 

theoreticall  arguments. 

Yin-Yangg theory does not just reflect principles of complementing categories, it is also 

meantt to order (and/or, to reflect the order of) space and time structurally by stringing time 

cyclically,, placing its polarities in a hierarchy, and shaping the cycles of ever-changing 

complementingg dualities into an upward-moving spiral in which the Yin-Yang poles change 

intoo one another on a higher level. The dynamic aspects of the Yin-Yang vocabulary, 

however,, easily get lost in its political application onto abstract entities such as East and 

West.. Moreover, confusion occurs between Yin-Yang classifications as tools for 

understandingg a thing and as the attributes of the thing itself. If, for example, Yin and Yang 

changee into one another and complement one another, does this mean that East [yin] and 

1344 For  a detailed overview of authors and concepts in systems science and complexity, see Xu Guozhi's (ed.) 
bigg encyclopedia of systems science [1993]. 
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Westt  [yang] do the same, as some authors argue? And, what does mis mean in concrete 

terms?? What about North and South? Finally, dialectical thinking, defined in terms of 

oppositess between rich and poor, and proletariat and bourgeoisie, when applied to large units 

off  analysis, such as nations, and East and West, tend not to question case by case whether 

thee application is appropriate, and therefore hamper  a critical attitude of self-reflection, 

whichh is the fundament of a renovative and independent social science. When great numbers 

off  respected scholars define their  research in terms of East and West and centre their  research 

aroundd the unit of the nation, research into the reasons for  this is called for. And, when this 

situationn in the academic world is accompanied by a policy of national self-strengthening as a 

greatt  socialist policy by virtu e of being written down in ancient texts, it seems to me that in 

thiss academic practice, description is mistaken for  prescription, ancient texts for  ancient 

"China, ""  politics for  social-scientific analysis, and academic ideology for  academic knowledge. 

Thee policy of polarizing rejected extremes and defining oneself in terms of the 

reasonablee middle, I have called the Doctrine of the Mean. This doctrine is expressed even in 

definingg the political left (without quotation marks) as the reasonable middle, in between the 

"Left ""  (with quotation marks) and the right 135 The "Left "  means "th e so-called left,"  and 

referss to the radical Left. Both the radical Left ("left" ) and the Right are rejected extremes, 

whilee the politically correct view (in mainstream academic work and official ideology) lies in 

thee middle (Left). The works of well-known scholars, such as Fang Keli, Zhang Dainian, Yu 

Guangyuan,, He Zuoxiu have been constantly engaged in channelling diverse extremes into the 

balancedd middle of left and have come to define the prevalent Middle, which is Socialism with 

Chinesee Characteristics. The doctrine of the mean in academic nationalism, I believe, 

functionss as the dictatorship of the mean. Although the doctrine of the mean originates in the 

rolee of the saint as mediator  between heaven and earth, and in the function of the mind 

(centre)) that mediates between self and change in the environment,136 in modern times "th e 

medium""  has gained importance as the operational centre of control. The "dictatorshi p of the 

mean""  seems an appropriate characterization of the academic atmosphere in the 1990s, as 

formerlyy strong schools of dissent have been watered down, and are co-opted into a forced 

»333 "Left* *  "zuo"  "£ "  ; left zuo È; right  you £. 

" 66 Du Warning E1993:& 
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allegiancee to Socialism with Chinese Characteristics. As long as a scholar is patriotic and 

confirmss the guiding policies of the Party leadership and the four modernizations, s/he may 

defendd non-Marxian, Confucian, liberal, Christian or Taoist points of view.137 Though 

moderationn and middle-of-the-road policies in themselves promise orderly and rational 

debate,, it is not the same as the academic freedom the Double-Hundred policy stands for.138 

Inn a public environment, the scope of academic arguments is limited to what is reasonable, 

patrioticc and socialist according to academic and political leaders. The dictatorship of the 

meann therefore is a political compromise of what in the academic world is politically 

acceptablee as a correct middle, which usually lies in between what is defined as East and 

West,, tradition and modernity. Thus, the formulation of research problems is often couched 

inn a limited, recurring vocabulary, and "correct" approaches are tailor-made to fit a discussion 

betweenn polar dualities from which research result deduce a compromise as the "final 

product.""  Even if this nationalistic balancing act between East and West would manage to 

strengthenn the factor of national pride and create a collective sense of national confidence, 

suchh approach, of course, would not prove the validity of the academic knowledge it is based 

onn or justify the efforts put into it, but would indicate the status that is attributed to 

scientificc research, which value is falling rapidly exactly because of the presence of the 

politicall  nation in i t After all, the political mean, is not vindicated by academic proof, i.e., 

corroboratedd by due (any stated) academic procedure. Nor does academic nationalism 

stimulatee creative thinking. Two polar images are created under the guise of "ideal-types." By 

jugglingg with elements of both, new patterns of organization around polar images are 

generatedd This frame seems to stimulate the invention of new concepts, but in fact restrains 

originalityy and creative transformation, thereby facilitating the political navigation of the 

sociall  sciences. 


